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Holland City News.
m
VOL. XIV.— NO. 20. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, JUNE 20, 1885. WHOLE NO. 606.
The Holland City Neva
A Weekly Newtpaper Ipubli*hed
every S^tnrdiiy.
gEACH, W.
dealer in
market price
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xJ cinea, Paint* ani
•iciana prescriptions
Office in
atreeta
t, and
Highest
 Brick
Drugs and liedi-
_ hahea, Ac. Phy.
ly put np. Eighth St.
lues*. | ' 4 ^ g to the bna-
ftnitart.
Srainl Sitleri.
loteli,
piITY HOTEL, Williams Broa., Proprietora.V The only flraUlMa hotel in the city. la lo-
^dinthe business center of the town and has
one of the largest and beat sample rooms in the
state. Free bna in connection with the hotel.
p HffiNIX HOTEL. Jaa. Ryder, proprietor.r near the C. A W. M. R’y depot, ha*
good facilities for the traveling public, and it*
tab e la nnsnrpaased. Free hack for accommo-
dation ofgneata.
Limy aid Bali Itablii.
HA^Tfe.V^L1/S3
ways be relied on. On Fiah street, near Bcott’a
hotel.
N'Sffi-BSsii’a*"4 ^  8ubl'!
Rinufactoriai, EUlt, Bkapa, »tc.
pAUELS, VAN FDTTEN A CO., Proprietors
x Of Plngger Mills. Manufacturers of new Pro-
cess Flour, Near foot of Eighth street
"\7"AN RAALTE, B., dealear in Farm tmple*
WMhmsC,“d m,CW“'rI' UOr- *'* “ll
nnictui.
V ATE8, 0. E.. Physician and Snrgeon . Office
x at residence on the corner of River and
T^V^r ,lrwU’ fi®na«r<y occupied by the late Dr.
Leaeboer.
Watch* i aid fmlry-
UREYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker. Jeweler, and* ln fancJr K00^8* Corner of Market
and Eighth atreeta.
\\I YKHUY8EN, H., dealer in Watcbta, Clocks,
? J ewelry and Spectacle*, cor. Ninth and Ce-
dar atreeta.
&m\w.
l o. of o. r. • •
Holland City Lodge, No. 1W, Independent
Order of Odd Fellowe, holds its regular meeting!
at Odd Fellow’s Hall, Holland, Mich., on Tuesday
evening of eaeh week.
Visiting brother* are cordially Invited.m „ „ A. J. Clabk. N. G.
W. Zeeh, R. 8.
r. A A. X.
Dec. 27.
D. L. Botd.Esc’v.
o. BBKTXAjr, W. M.
®ur §larhft«i.
Produce, Etc.
(WHOUMAUt.)
[OorrecUd tvtry Friday by E. J. Barrington.)
Apples, BOc; Beaa'a.SOc. |1.00; Bntter. 11,18c;
Eggs, 12c; Honey, 12c; Onlone, fiOc; Poutoea,
HIT AIL.
Apples. G0c;. Beans, 91.85; Batter, 18, 18c;
Eggs, 18c; Honey, 14c; Onions, Me; Potatoes, Sdc.
Qrain, Peed, Etc.
(WHOLESALE.)
{CorrtcUd emy Friday by W. H. Beach.)
Bnckwheat, 40c; Bran, V 100 lbs., 70c; Barley
W 100 Ihs., $1.00; Clover seed, <B lb., $4.50; Corn
Meal, « 100 As., 1.10; Corn, shelled, 46c; Flour,
$5.60; Fine Corn Meai, $ 100 lbs
.•BM^tod^ldb Aa., l.20c.!«
, $1.80: Wh
IC IKTUsVIV, • *• IUUI I
$1.40; Feed, W
.... ..... 8 ; Hay, $8.00,
Aa., 60c; Oats, new, 85hv,
100 Aa., $8,00: Rye, 60y Timothy
'hlte, 90; Red Fultz, 90;, ; heat, w
ster Red, 92.
RETAIL.
Jtackwh«it,_50cjiBran, W 10qAs.,80c; Barle;
penoni^ln tending lo ^etuUfjr their
' :
LOCAL ITEMS.
Strawberries ere cheap, only five
cents iter quart. (
Fishing In the Bay has been Tery poor
the past two weeks.
Why la Ma-ca-ta-wa like t tie vote*
Because it is one half A'es.
One of the longest words in the English
Linen costa and white dresses are in
full blossom.
''Two strolling musicians visited Hol-
land yesterday.
Wheat la beading and promises a large
crop in this vicinity.
t/Mna. J. E. Sebring, of Bangor, Mich.,
is visiting Mn. Geo. Foster, of this city
Sr- “
Tramps, with bagpipe accompaniament,
were aollcHing aid from our citizens last „
calaureate sermon to the graduating class
Prof. J. Kollbn left for New York
yeaterday afternoon on duties connected ^  ^ * a 7
with Hope College. h,Te be'n ch“*ed ,ronn<1- Fw ,10w
The Chicago and West Mich. R’y people
talk some of running excursions to Fruit-
v* ---- ----- — — -- »
the contractor, is just rushiog the building
right along.
Chief Clerk of the Legislature, G. . Van
Schelven, of this place, was granted one
dollar per day extra pay during the ses-
sion by the House last Wednesday.
Last week Friday night the steamer
M&catawa took a party of excursionists to
the park, where they indulged In a dance
in the new addition to the hotel, returning
in the small hours of the mornlnz.
The Star Roller Rink will be closed for
the season after tbia week. The last op-
portunity for skating will be offered on
this, Saturday, evening. All lovers of the
amusement should embrace this last oc-
casion offered to skaters.
The freight business of the Chicago &
West Mich. R’yt has been ao heavy lately
that General Manager Mulliken baa been
obliged to bring two heavy freight en-
gines from the Detroit Lanaing & Northern
road to help the C. & W. M. move its
trains.
Remember that the moonlight excur*
aion on the steamer Macatawa starts
promptly at 7:30 next Friday evening.
A strong effort will be made to make these
excursions popular this season. A fine
ride on a nice boat with good music on
board, for the small sum of 25 cents is cer-
tainly a pleasant way to spend an evening.
The Board of Education at a recent
meeting fixed the salary of the Janitor at
|450. The readers of the News will no-
tice in another column an advertisement
asking for applications for that position.
There is to be no bids aa the amount of
the salary has been fixed. The applica-
tions are to enable the Board to choose a
proper penon for the position.
The telegraph and telephone companies
have made arrangements with the signal
officer, at Grand Haven, to receive notice
of the approach of the col J waves for the
especial benefit of the fruit-growers.
When a cold wave approaches a white
flag with a black center is to be displayed
from trains passing through the fruit belt.
A notice is to be displayed in a prom-
inent place in this city, as well aa in the
email towns along this shore of Lake
Michigan.
ates are Miss Maggie Pfanatithl, Miss
Maggie Miedema and Miss Senie DeBoer.
At the suggestion of several citi
has been decided to reserve a number of
seats for the accommodation ofWy who
may desire to secure such. They will be
on sale at O. Breyman’a at thelnominal
price of ten cents. No childrai under
twelve years of age will be adioittkd to the
hall unaccompanied by their pavehts.
A new time table goes iato effect on the
Chicago and West Mich. R’y to-morrow.
Several additional passenger trains will be
put on. One leaving this city for Grand
Rapids at 10:15 a. m., another arriving
here from Grand Rapids at 5:85 p. m., and
another arriving here from Mmkegon at
8:15 p. m. The night express train leavea
Muskegon at 9&5 p, m. and Grand Rapidi
at 10:40 p. m., arriving here at 11 :80 p. m.
for Chicago. The evening fait train from
will arrive here at 8:80 p. m.
bt train for Grud Bip-
ctrrjr pineagen. rerfict of
of Uw •ollre tibl*
Wednesday.
President Scott will preach the bac-
to-morrow evening In Hope Church.
Conductors Ed Fay and Frank Royce
runs between here and Big Rapids.
The foundation for the new building of
H. D. Post is finished and the work of
next
Prof. Shepard gave a concert last eve-
ning in Lyceum Hall with
public schools. /ItWasavez^ ^ nteresting
entertainment.
The “Drummer Boy” will be presented
here under the auspices of A. C. Van
Raalte Post, G. A. R., on June 29 and 80,
and on July 1 and 2.
The Board of Water Commiasionen ad-
vertise in thia issue for sealed proposals
for laying four inch pipe from the maius
on Eighth street to the new railroad water
tank to be erected just east of the depot.
The Madame Fry Concert Company
gave a pleasing entertainment to a small
audience at Lyceum Opera House on
Thursday evening. The violin solos and
duets by the Misses Fry were especially
worthy of mention.
Cards are out announcing the
fifth annivfroary of the marriage
and Mrs. Andries Steketee. £'TMy Will ft-
ceive the congratulations ortfeir friends
In their spacious lesidencbl on Ninth
street, on Thursday, June 25fn>Ntbe date
of their marriagfe.
We are informed that a gentleman
while fiahing #in the river this week dis-
covered a large new net set across the
stream, for the purpose, apparently, o
capturing fish. Should not an example
be made of some of these illegal fisher-
men $nd the law that has been enacted for
the protection of the fish In tho Bay be
enforced?
Ed. Monteith and F. G. Churchill vis-
ited Altegan last Tuesday. •
J: Van Landegend la erecting a fine]
residence just outside ot the aouthei
boundary of the city.
The private oar of J. B. Mulliken passed
through thla city last Tuesday morning.
The propeller A. B. Taylor came into
thia port with about fifty exonnlonlsta
from Douglas last Thursday morning.
Gov. Alger has appointed O. Van Loo,
of Zeeland, as a member of the State
Board, of Corrections and Charltiea, vice
E. H. Van Duzen resigned.
Van Landegend & Kerkhof have a
new advertisement In this issue, which
all contemplating connecting their pre-
mises with the water works < should read.
We have been engaged thia week in
printing the rules, regulations and water
rates for the Holland City water works.
The books will be bonnrt nnd rot^r ftr
rfEe first part of next week.dietrlbutii
George Frink has his restaurant in
good running order and will supply the
hungry with warm meala at all honra.
Meal tickets can be procured for $8 for
twenty-one meals. Let the hungry be fed
but be sure that you go to Frink’s.
Mrs. J. WiBKiEMA, baa been vjiltlng
her son Cornelius, at St. Joseph, during
the put week.
Tail week the weather bu been de-
cidedly cool and vlalton at Macatawa
Park have not been very numerous.
Rxv. G. Hobkbema, of Muakegoo,
formerly of tbia city, will visit Europe in
about two weeks to vlait his mother in the
Netherlands. < . .
The Chicago & West Micb. R’y, are
arranging to build a mammoth water tank
near the passenger depot for the use of
locomotive*. The tank will be lupplied
with water from our city water works.
Superintendent Hummer is preparing
elaborate reports of the attendance.
scholarship, jnd-depnr»iB»nUf-each child
attending the schooli. Pirentts heul(Lifig__#N
to it that they receive these reports when
the children return from school on next
Friday afternoon.
Children’s Day will be obierved in
the ^ lethodist Church to-morrow morning
and evening. The Church hu been finely
decorated with fragrant flowers. The
object of the morning service will becon-
irt exercises “Happy Voices.” In the
Last Tuesday Mr. Albert Zuldema, an
employe of the Cappon & Bertach Leather , . — —
Company, was married to Mlaa Mary Hof- |fvenln* l^e exercises will be song reapon-
man, of this city. The happy pair started If®*' "Save the Children.”
on a bridal trip through Wisconsin. The! From a dispatch received from Henry
fellow employes of Mr. Zuldema present*^ Koenigaberg, who received an Appoint-
ment last spring to the Military Academyhim with some floe silverware.
The people of Drenthe are to celebrate
tbe Fourth of July this year In a flnt-claia
manner. The exercises of the day are to
begin in the forenoon at 10 o’clock when
a school exhibition will be held in the
school house consisting of music, reclta-
tioni, etc. In tbe afternoon Hon. G. J.
Diekemawill deliver an oration. In the
^evening there will be a display of fire-
orks.
The American ExpreiaCo., hu made
arrangementi to carry fruit to Chicago
each day during the fruit season. Tbe
train will leave this station at 2:15 p. m.
with Abe. Ledeboer and Roelof Astra u
messengers. Freight cars supplied with
air breaks will be left at each station along
the road every day. The express charges
iLljrill be 8 cents a crate or. 85 cents per 100
woundi from Holland to Chicago. Tbe
The Public Schools close on next
Friday,. June 26. Exercises, consisting
of recitations, songs, etc., by the children,
will be given by the several departments
In the afternoon, commenciog at one
o’clock in the primaries, and at two o'clock
in the grammar grades. All the parenta
and friends are cordially invited to be
present, and the children will do their
best to entertain and interest all guests.
The graduating exercises of the High
school will occur in Lyceum hall on Thurs- ^ x»«muD»u * m » m.
day evening next, Juno 25. The gradu^ )knd all are invited to go. It is expected
Ye editor of the News hu received an
invitation to attend a grand editorial pic-
nic at baldbead park, Saugatuck, on next
Wednesday, June 24. We are sorry we
shall be unable to attend, the more sou
we understand that it is to be the grand-
est thing that has ever been held in the
line in Western Michigan. Tbe park has
been improved and a hotel U now open
for the accommodation of guests, who are
daily arriving. The steamer Douglu will
leave this, port for Baldbead Paik at 10:45
that a large party will go from Allegan
puslng through this city.
For the put two months our citizens
have seen at odd times on our streets au
eccentric looking man of probably 60
years of age. He was a Swede and a tan-
ner by trade, working in the tannery on
the north aide of tbe bay. Last konday
he determined on visiting Milwaukee, and
left this city at ten o’clock for Grand Ha-
ven, where he intended to take the boat
across Lake Michigan. On reaching
Grand Haven he began to fill up on
"tanglefoot’’ and by night wu quite over-
come, and on attempting to go aboard the
boat, stepped off the gang plank and into
the water, striking his head on the wharf
u be fell It waa fully an hour before the
body could be obtained, and be was bt-,
yond all hope of recnaltatlon. He bed a
vallae and a pair of rubber boot*, end had
in his
if
express company thinks thia arrangement
will be appreciated by the fruit growers
aa it will put their . fruit onto the early
Chicago market in prime condition and at
a moderate charge for transportation.
at West Point, we learn that he passed
a successful examination and is admitted
u a cadet to the Academy. The many
friends of “Hein,’ in thi$ city will be
pleased to learn of bis succesi, and all Join
ua in wishing him an honorable passage
(hrougb the inititme.
On Friday evening of next week the
steamer Macatawa will give a moonlight
excursion down the bay, and if the
weather is pieaiant and the lake smooth,
will extend the trip out on Lake Michigan.
Mr. Lambert’s Quintet Band ii rehearsing
a special program of music tobeuaed on
that occasion. The boat will atop at the
park dock both going and returning, to
accommodate those who wish to spend the
evening at the Park. Fare for tbe round
trip 25 eta. Tbe boat will start at 7:80 p.
m. It will be well for those who wish to
join tbe exenreion to be on time, u It la
intended to start promptly at tbe time ad-
vertised.
De Hollander with its lut isane en-i
ters upon tbe thirty-fifth year of its exis-
tence. The publisher, Mr. W. Benjamin-
se, hu labored long , and hard to advance
the interests of the paper and hu metf
with a fair amount of aucceii. ^TEeTffipw
is now a five column quarto and is greatly
improved in “make up” and typographi-
cal appearance. With a persistent show
of enterprise and a continued improve-
ment in the quality of matter contained in
its columns, it will raise to one of the first
Holland papers in this country. Neigh-
bor, we wish you continued success, and
hope that your farther career may be
amply crowned with prosperity and your
journalistic path strewn with bright and
shining $.
On Monday afternoon next the closing
rhetorical exercises of the Preparatory De
partment will be held in tbe College
Chapel. The data consists of eleven pu-
pils from this locality, with one exception.
There are two girls and nine boys. The
program la an interesting one and a large
attendance Is expected. In the evening
a College Concert will be given in the
same building under tbe leadership of
Prof. Shepard. The College Alumni will
gather in the Chapel building on Tuesday
evening for tbe annnal public meeting
which will consist of the usual interesting
exercises. Tbe oration will be delivered
by Rev. H. E. Dosker, of Grand Haven,
the subject of which is; “Anthony the
Great, Father of Monacbism. ” There will
also be the regular Chronicles, a poem,
and some very fine music which will en-
liven the occaaion. On Wednesday even-
ing the General Commencement will be
held in;Hope Church. These exercises
promise to be more intereeting than ever
and will be made much more enjoyable
by some of the poat excellent music. The
Master’! Oration will be delivered
PbJUp Phelpe, Jr., who la new one of
ef the institution. The
aar consists
* «*
manufacturers, and that the
ing among them ia very fav
this enterprise. And Infect
era are willing not only to
Ives hot are aiding very
in placing levers]
We are
The secretary of the S. O. and W. A.
Agricultural Bociety Informs ua that tbe
prospects of holding a fair in tbia city
next fall are very encouraging. The Ex-
ecutive Committee of this society have se-
cured nearly $1,500 for this purpose, by
far the greater part of which it taiaed in
tbia city. One thousand dollars hu been
subscribed by thirty of our enterprising
business men, in return for which they re-
ceive either a fifty year or life membership
ticket. Beside these larger tickets a con-
siderable number of $10 and $5 tickets
have already been disposed of both here
and in the surrounding country. The ex-
pectation of tbe Executive Committee is
to raiae from $2,000 to $2,500 and baying
secured this sum,' which from present ap-
pearances Is within easy reach, they will
be enabled, both to make the first pay-
ment on the ground by them already con-
tracted for with the Council of Hope Col-
lege, and also to erect such fences, build-
ings, and farther improvements u will
insure succeu to the enterprise. Tbe
grounds to be purchased for the holding
of the fair are unplotted portion of Hope
College addition in the western part of
this city, comprising about forty acres,
are in the main a level tract without
itumpa and for tbe greatest part of the
western and the whole of the northern
aide fronting on Macatawa Bay. A more
suitable and more beautifully located tract
of land for holding agricultural fairs It
will be difficult to find in tbe State. Tbe
Executive Committee informs us that they
have by previous appointment held meet-
ings at several of tbe more promioent points
in tbe immediate vicinity of the city, have
met many of the leading farmers and some
Mt
m^m
f otttttil fls $
HOLL\ND CITY. MICHIGAN.
THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE EAST.
8. £. Spencer, cashier for the firm of
Grant A Ward, testified at New York that
loans by the concern often reached $1,000,-
000; that they frequently paid more for the
use of money than they received on loans;
and that Fish drew on his private funds to
pay fictitious earnings to depositors. .. .A
mob at Springvale. Maine, attacked the
residences of several active prohibitionists
with rocks and firearms, inflicting consider-
able damage. No one was injured ____ A
grand regatta, dpen to the world, will be
held at Pittsburg in J uly. Teemer is mak-
ing the arrangements, and the prizes will
aggregate $3,000....J. H. Butter, Presi-
dent of the New York Central Road, died
at Irvington, N. Y., aged 49.
Gen. Grant’s condition is one of in-
creasing debility, without pain. The swell-
ing on the outside of his throat is becom-
ing larger. Gen. John A. Logan, in a talk
With a New York reporter, after having
paid a visit to Gen. Grant a few days ago,
says
of Police Commissioners of receivingare-
ward from outside parties for police serv-
ices and was fined $100 and reprimanded.
. .’i.In Peoria all public gimbling-houses
have been closed, and the Mayor has, be-
sides, ordered thot the saloons must sus-
pend business Sunday.
the spirra.
After what I have read and heard about the
General I expected to find him in much worse
I don’tl presume to judge of his con-
nly speaking of my own Im-
s some trouble inspeaklnsr.
condition. _____
ditlon, but am o y _ - ^ ______
presslons. He ha  speaklnsr,
and expectorates frequently, but there is noth-
ing offensive in the expectoration. I said to
him that I was gratlfled to find him looking
better than I expected, and he replied that he
was better than he had beer at times. He talked
with me for an hoar aboat his book, onr old
battles, and personal matters. I feared that I
might be tiring him, and*ot up and went Into
the little room where the stenograr her and
copyist were at work. Presently he came in
there, and sat down to read a paper. He reads
the newspapers closely, they tell me. The swell-
on the side of his face, which the pai era tell
about, does not show unless he tnrns the side
toward you. The General goes about the house
without apparent- discomfort. I was glad to
find him so comfortable, and only hope it may
be many years before he leaves us. The Gen-
eral takes great pride In his book. I mad some
of the slips, and we talked about the matter.
Hla mind Is as dear as a bell and his memory
unfaltering. His physical suffering seems to
nave nerved his mind to its best efforts.
The iron-works of Oliver Brothers A Co.,
at Pittsburgh, employing 4,000 men, have
resumed operations, the firm having signed
the Amalgamated Association scale with
•ome slight modifications which were ac-
cepted by the men.
THE WEST.
A Tombstone (Arizona) special reports
that the Apaches killed four soldiers be-
longing to Capt Lowden’s command in
Guadalupe Canyon. A Mexican named
Oshow was killed by another band of
Apaches six miles sonth of Bisbee, in the
Whetstone Mountains. .. .A meeting of
the Woman’s Christian Temperance
Union at Lafayette, Ind., petitioned Presi-
dent Cleveland and Secretary Manning
to remove Third Auditor Williams from
office. . . .Soarks’ store and flouring mill at
Madison, Wis., was burned, with 6,000
bushels of wheat and 500 barrels of flour.
Loss, 35,000; no insurance ____ The princi-
pal hotel at Sheboygan, Wis., the Park
Bouse, was burned, causing a loss of $25,-
000. .. .Senator Cullom’s Committee on
Interstate Commerce began its sessions in
Chicago last week.
A train on the Sioux City Division of
the St Paul Road was blown from the track
near McCook, D. T., by a cyclone. The
sixty odd passengers all received braises,
but only three were seriously injured. Miles
of telegraph wires were leveled. Crops gen-
erally escaped, as no hail accompanied the
storm. Omaha was visited by a blast which
swept away $15,000 worth of property. . . . '
A supplementary bulletin has just been is-
sued at Springfield by the Illinois State
Board of Agriculture to the effect that the
latest reports have left no room for doubt
Meager details of a terrible accident ou
the Cincinnati Sonthem Railroad ore tele-
graphed from Chattanooga, Tenn. A con-
struction train, loaded down with laborers,
was passing through the New River tunnel,
when the roof and walls gave wav, and fell
with a crash upon the train. All was con-
fusion, and the shrieks of the dying and
groans of the injured issued from the
tunnel. It is known that six men were
killed outright and twenty others were
badly injured, fulhr half of them fatally.
Eighteen men had to be dug out of the
debris, and six were dead before assistance
reached them ..... In an affray nt a camp-
meeting in York County, South Carolina,
one negro was killed, two fatally injured,
and a score seriously wounded.
A pocketbook containing certificates
of deposit, promissory notes, and other
papers, the total value aggregating $100,-
000, was dug up by workmen at Fort
Worth, Tex. The deposit certificates are
in favor of A. T. Treadwell, a wealthy
cattleman. . . .The Randleman Cotton Fac-
tory, in Randolph County, North Carolina,
was partially destroyed by fire. The loss
is $150,000; partially insured. Seven hun-
dred hands are thrown out of employment
A dispatch from Lafayette County,
Arkansas, announces the capture of a band
of desperadoes who have been operating
for a long time in th it part of the Stale,
robbing and murdering many people. Two
of the outlaws are reported killed, aud it is
expected that those captured will be token
from the officers and lynched ____ The entile
Chinese collection at the New Orleans Ex-
position has been presented to the Uni-
versity of Michigan. President Angell, of
the University, was Minister to China dur-
ing the Hayes administration.
Chairman Hon, Amot Townsend, of
Cleveland. Hon. J. B. Foraker was nom-
inated for Governor on the first ballot
General Robert P. Kennedy was given the
second place on the ticket A long series
of resolutions were adopted, denouncing
the administration for paying honors to the
memory of ex-Secretnry Jacob Thompson,
for appointing “unrepenting rebels" to
important offices, and for “dis-
criminating" against Union sol-
diers; demanding the rigid enforcement
of the civil-service law, and an enlargement
of its scope; expressing sympathy for Gen.
Grant and denonneing the Democratio
party of Ohio for the “destruction of the
Scott law." The New Hampshire Legiala-
ture elected A. B. Thompson, Secretary of
State; John B. Clarke, State Printer; Solon
A. Carter, State Treasurer, and Frank P.
Brown, Commissary General. .. .On the
first ballot the Republicans of the New
Hampshire Legislature renominated Sena-
tor Henry W. Blair.
The Republicans of Chicago have finally
determined to contest the right of Carter
H. Harrison to hold his seat as Mayor of
the city. The management of the contest
has been placed in the hands of a commit-
tee of five prominent Republicans.
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
CUEHERAI*
News of a terrible disaster comes from
Zacatecas, in Mexico. Twelve miles from
that city is situated the celebrated Sauto-
Tiburcio de Laveta Grande Mine, that has
produced ever since the Spanish conquest,
yielding untold millions of silver during
A negro in Anderson County, South
Carolina, sixty- ope years old, began ch&ng-
iilg color a Dout a year ago, and is now as
white as the average Caucasian.
In the contest for the league base-ball
championship, Chicago and New York are
running a neck-and-neck race, with Provi-
dence and Philadelphia closely following.
St. Louis, Boston, Buffalo, and Detroit
bring up the rear, in the order named. -
The Indianapolis Base-Ball Club is to be
transferred to Detroit, to take the latter’s
place in the National League. Of the old
Detroit club but Weidman, Bennett, Han-
lon, and Wood will be retained. - All the
preachers in the city of Dubuque, Iowa,
spoke last Sunday against the curse of
ball-playing on the Sabbath. One reverend
gentleman declared that Sunday base-ball
playing was worse than picking pockets.
When Maxwell, the supposed murderer
of C. Arthur Preller, at the Southern Hotel,
St Louis, was arrested on the steamer at
Tiritiri, he declared that he was an officer
in the French army, and that the whole
matter was a mistake which he wpuld soon
explain away. Upon his examination he
stated that the articles found in his trunk
bearing the initials “0. A P." were given
him in San Francisco by a mnn named
Robinson.
The Canadian Government has reduced
canal tolls one-half for the remainder of
the season; barge transportation between
Kingston and Montreal will be lowered
THE DIPLOMATIC SERVICE.
CoL Charles Denby, the Mew Minister to
j? China.
Col. Charies Denby, who goes as Min-
ister to China to succeed Mr. John Russell
b^ln1 cear8ty°f vfrginf6 ™
was educated at Georgetown College, where'
he took three medals— more than had ever*
before been received by any one boy. His
education was completed at the Virginif
Military Institute. In 1853 Col. Denby re.
moved to Evansville, Ind., where, with the*
exception of three years during the war, ha
has since resided and practiced law. Dinv
ing the rebellion he was Lieutenant Colonel!
WAsuiiwroiv.
that the growing crop of winter wheat will
be the smallest raised in Illin
----------- - — -linois for twentv-
five years past. ... The ravages of the He*s-
Man flv will cause an estimated loss of
10,000 bushels in the wheat crop of Rich-
land Township, Kalamazoo County, Michi-
gan. , . .The steamer Joe Flemming, owned
by the Lemp’s Brewing Company, of St.
Louis, and used for towing ice barges, was
burned at Depue, ou the Illinois River.
The loss is estimated at $30,000, with no
insurance.
The company engaged by Manager Mc-
Vicker, of Chicago, for the production of
John C. Freund’s new play, “True Nobil-
ity," on the opening of his theater, June 29,
is one of the strongest that have been or-
ganized for Chicago in many years. It in-
cludes such well-known names as Robert
Mantell, Edwin Varrey, W. B. Calisle,
Bussell Bassett, Harry Hawk, Luke Martin,
Charles Mason, Geo. Conway, Geo.
Paxton, -and John C. Freund, the
author of the ploy. Viola Allen,
Ida Vernon, Blanche Thorne, Etta
Baker, Blanche Vaughn, and Mamie Doud.
New scenery will be provided for the plav
by John Maggaronovich and J. Howard
Rogera, and will include two magnificent
views of the Colorado region. Manager
McVicker intends following “True Nobili-
ty” with a series of standard plays, and is
now in negotiation with some of the lead-
ing members of the dramatic profession
with the view of presenting the different
playn with extraordinarily strong casts.
McVicker’s summer season will be in reality
a great dramatical festival.
Six dwellings and s^ven barns were
demolished by a tornado at Pulaski, Iowa,
and Sol Myers, wife, and child, and Miss
Ellen Hoffman were killed. A number of
persons were injured. Five houses were
destroyed at Rnthven, one at Victor, and
the Deaf and Dumb Institute at Council
Bluffs. At Sioux City the cyclone wrecked
a train, injuring several passengers. Heavy
rains flooded large areas of territory and
swelled the streams beyond all precedent.
A tornado in Nebraska caused great dam-
age along the line of the Union Pacific
Railroad ...... A colored man- named
Turner Graham and his wife were killed
by a mob at Osgood, Ohio. The pair were
quarrelsome and addicted to drink, though
harmless otherwise. • They had been away
from home on a spree, and when they re-
turned they were riddled with shot. . . .Tel-
egrams received by the War Depertinent
confirm the reports of an attack by Apaches
upon Lawton’s camp, near Gaud&lcupe
canyon, New Mexico, in which five soldiers
were kiUed. ,. .Chief of Police Hamgan,
ot St. Louis, was found guiltv by the Board
It is urged in behalf of the proposition
to remove the Government money from the
Sub-Treasur es to the banks that the cash
would be more secure and the expense of
taking care of it would be greatly lessened.
The use of the Government deposits would
be an ample equivalent to the banks
for taking care of the money,...
The question having arisen whether an
alien coming into this country and paying
his “head money” shall in fntore be ex-
empt from all further tax of the kind, Sec-
retary Manning referred the matter to At-
torney General Garland. The Attorney
General holds that the capitation tax levied
under the immigration act must be collect-
ed every time an alien passenger comes into
the United States. Under the act of Aug.
8, 1882, the tax has heretofore been levied
only on the first coming in of alien passen-
gers.
In a report to Secretary Lamar, Com-
missioner Sparks, of the General Land
Office, recommends the vigorous prosecu-
tion of suits to set aside the patents issued
under the famous Maxwell land grant in
New Mexico. .. .The Chief of the Bureau
of Statistics reports tha‘, the total values of
exports of domestic breadstuffs from the
United States during the month of Mav,
1885, and during the five and eleve'n
months ended May 31, 1885, as compared
with similar exports during the correspond-
ing months of the preceding year, were as
follows:„ , 1«M. 1881.
May ...... ;• ..... ...... $11,348,986 111,463,665
Five months ended May
V131 ........... .. ...... .... 67,584,303 66,642,347
Eleven months ended
May 81 .................. 146,431.965 144,556,873
The Government Entomologist at Wash-
ington calls attention to the fact that the
periodical cicadas, or locusts, are due this
year in not less than twenty of the States of
the Union. Among the localities indicated
for their reapperance are Jackson, Union,
and Macoupin Counties1’ in Illinois;
St Louis And Boone. Counties in
Missouri; Phillips County in Kan-
sas; Green, Franklin, ‘Columbiana,
Pike, and Miami Counties in Ohio;
Tippecanoe, Delaware, Vigo, Switzerland,
Hendricks, Marion, Dearborn, Wayne,
Floyd, Jefferson, and Richmond Counties
in Indiana; the southeastern portion of
Michigan; and the vicinity of Toledo. The
visitation in the two first-named States
will be of the thirteen-year locusts, aud in
the rest those of the seventeen-year period
are expected to appear. .. .Secretary Man-
ning denies that he is contemplating the
abolition of the Sub- Treasuries, as re-
ported.
out with the most costly modern
machinery. The work of recovering
and reopening old portions of the great mine
had been in progress for some time, and
was approaching completion. Large quan-
tities of timber and other material, includ-
ing blasting-powder, had been kept on
hand. Suddenly an explosion occurred,
plainly heard at Zacatecas. Five hundred
cases of giant powder had gone off by some
means unknown. Ten persons were killed
ontright, and as many more wounded. The
mine and everything near it was a complete
wreck. The surface improvements were
totally destroyed.
There were 207 business failures during
the week in the United States and Canada.
The general conditions affecting trade are
unfavorable. The accumulation of sur-
plus funds at leading business centers is
increasing, the volume of merchandise
moving is light, and there are few encour-
aging features in the industrial outlook. . . ;
8. H. Seamans, Secretary of the Millere’
National Association, has completed and
issued an exhaustive report of the present
condition and outlook of the wheat crop
as compared with the same time in 1884,
com ” ’ “ ‘ ----
qu
mpiled from replies to 3,000 circular in-
^jiries sent to the milling fraternity and
others. The report makes theprobable ag-
gregate yield of wheat in the United States
this year 339,164,800 bushels, or 20.835,200
less than the estimate of the United States
Bureau of Agriculture.
City of Mexico dispatch: “Advices
from Leon state that a few nights ago
Leon River rose and entered the eastern
part of tho city. Two persons were
drowned, the Central Railway washed out,
and growing crops destroyed. • On the fol-
lowing night a tremendous water-spout
broke a few miles above the town of
Paso de Cuarenta, twenty miles from
lagos City. The flood was so gredt that
it practically annihilated Cuarenta. Thus
far 170 bodies have been recovered. Many
bodies were washed several miles down the
valley, being discovered in fields below the
town. The search is going on. Paso de
Cuarenta had eight hundred inhabitants
before the flood."
The exports of specie from New York
during the week were $432,127.76; imports,
$38,281. Tho imports of merchandise ag-
gregated $5,805,146 in value, exclusive of
dry goods ____ Last week’s clearings in the
principal cities of the Union show an
average decrease of 16.9 per cent as com-
pared with the corresponding week of last
year. In New York alone the decrease was
23.1 per cent.; in Chicago, 11.1 per cent;
and in the country outside of New York it
averaged 4 per cent.
fobeignl
POL&TICAI*
President Cleveland has appointed
to be United States Marshals Frederick H.
Marsh, of Oregon, HI., for the Northern
District of Hlinois, and Henry C. Urnerfor
the Southern District of Ohio. Other ap-
pointments have been made as follows:
To Be Collector of Customs John P. Robin-
son, for the District of Alexandria, Va.
To Be Collectors of Internal Bevenue-Isham
Hess, for the Fourteenth District of New York:
Hunter \Vood, tor i he Second District of Ken-
tucky; Alfred C. Parkinson, for the Second Dls-
J? i*?0?31 nJ. w- H/Yarboroutfh, for the
r ourth District of North Carolina.
To Be Surveyors of Custoim-Jobn H. P.
Noorhees, for the port of Denver. Colo.; Addi-
80S L9 e* Tf?r.the P°rt of Albany, N. Y.
To Be United States Marshals-Edward M.
Boykin, for the district of feouth Carolina;
Itoht B. Kelly, lor the Territory of Montana;
Thomss Jefferson Carr, for the Territory of
Wyomlmr^Bomul0 Martinez, for the Terrltorr
r.ooicm uiviniou of Vlnrinli;
Gnstavos Van Hoorfeke, for the Southern Dis-
C' C“
Receivers at Land Otflces-Abraham Hall, at
Milbnrn City, M. T.; John E. Budd, at Stock-
ml; ILK- M Tracy. Minn.: Joa.
Hill, at Beatrice. Neb., vice 5\m. H. Bommera,
resumed ; O. C. Hals, at La Crosse. Wis.- W.
R. Edhrar, at Ironton. Mo.; Hugh C. Wallace,
at Salt Lake City, Utah.
Dolores Romero, of New Mexico, to be agent
for the Indians of the Pueblo Agency In New
Mexico.
William A. Walker, of Wisconsin, to be agent
mr the Indians of the Green bay Agency In Wis-
Ex-Mayor Fox. of Philadelphia, to be Super-
intendent of the Mint at Philadelphia.
Bobcrt Taylor, to be Pension Agent at Knox-
vlUe, Tenn., vice N. R. Gibson, suspended.
George R. Warner, to be Register of the Land
Office at Tracy, Minn.
The treaty of peace between France and
China has been signed.... The authorities
at Madrid are at last compelled to admit
that cholera of the true Asiatic type is
spreading in an alarming manner through
the city. .. .The rejection of the budget in
the British Commons, was followed by the
resignation of the Gladstone ministry. This
action was determined upon at a prolonged
Cabinet connciL When the Premier arose
in Parliament to announce the resignations,
he received a hearty ovation from his ad-
mirers. The defeat of the Government
was entirely unexpected, both by its sup-
porters and opponents. The resignation of
the Cabinet caused a feverish feeling on
the Stock-Exchange and a decline in con-
sols and Russian securities.
There is a feeling of quiet satisfaction
in court circles over the downfall of the
Liberal Ministry. Mr. Gladstone declares
that his retirement from public life is per-
manent, and that he will take no part in
the approaching electoral struggle, save to
address his Midlothian constituency. It is
said that the policy of tho Marquis of Sal-
isbury toward Ireland will be to split the
Liberal party completely by proposing a
measure of coercion based on Earl
Spencer’s report Court officials now ad-
mit that Mr.. Gladstone was never
in harmony with the Queen on any
subject,, and her Majesty and the
Premier disagreed bitterly in all their dis-
cussions about Eng and’s foreign affairs.
It is said the Queen favors a renewal of the
Soudan campaign, the retention of Egypt
the settlemeut of the Anglo- Russian dis-
pute on the basis of the Granville- Giers
. --------- , thus makiilg a
reduction of three-fourths of a cent a
bushel on present rates between Chicago
and Montreal. .. .At > the annual meeting
of the Canadian Pacific Railroad Mr.
Stephen was re-elected President. Ten
million dollars of the stock is
held in the United States, $15,000,000 in
the Dominion, and the remaining $40,000,-
000 in England. It is expected that the
road, the floating indebtedness of which
amounts to $6,895,401, will be completed
by the first of October. . . .The situation at
Aspinwall is very bad indeed. There is no
police force, and not the slightest effort
has been made to raise the city from its
ashes. A decisive battle is soon expected
between the Government forces and the
revolutionists. The latter are well armed
and number 4,000 men,
Mr. Gladstone said in the House of
Commons on the 15th inst that the Mar-
quis of Salisbury had consented to form a
new Cabinet The Conservatives are far
from anxious to assume the difficult task of
steering the ship of state ttuough the
shoals, and there is already tilk of dissen-
sion in their ranks. The London Times
says it 19 clearly to be understood that the
Salisbury Ministiy must be a transition
Ministry. There is no room for a new depart-
ure or policy. . . .Prince Frederick Charles,
nephew of the German Emperor, died of a
stroke of paralysis, aged 57. The French
Admiral Courbet died on board his flag-
ship in the China sea ____ The floiting debt
of France is now 1, •100.(100,000 francs, and
the deficit for the next fiscal vear is esti-
mated at 30,000,000 francs. . . .The Austrian
Government refuses to sanction private
cromative societies on the ground that they
tend to the increase of crim A. .. .Earth-
quake shocks continue frequent in the Vale
of Cashmere, but their violence is abating.
The Commissioner of Agriculture has
appointed Dr. Gerth, a skilled veterinarian,
to proceed West and make an investigation
of the cholera epidemic that has been kill-
ing off swine in large numbers in Nebraska
frud Wisconsin. .. .The most recent sta-
tistics place the number of swine in tho
United States at over 45.000,000 head,
of the Forty-second Indiana Regiment .H&-
tvas twice wounded. He has been a mem-
ber of the Indiana State Legislature. CoL
Denby was requested to accept the nomina-
tion to Congress from the First Indiana
Congressional District, but declined and
has devoted his time almost exclusively to-
the legal profession. He was indorsed by
the entire Indiana delegation and by prom-
inent men outside of that State.
Col. Denby has been for years a close
student of Oriental affairs, and has besides-
a thorough knowledge of French and.
Spanish, which will be of inestimable ad-
vantage to him in his new capacity.
Walker Fearn, Minister to Greece.
Walker Fearn, the new Minister to*
Greece, Servia, and Roumania, is a native
of Alabama, having been bom at Hunts-
ville, in that State in 1832. He graduated*
at Yale College in 1851. He showed a fond-
ness for literary studies, and at an early age
became an accomplished linguist. He stu-
died law under the tuition of Judge John
A. Campbell, and was admitted to practice-
in Mobile in 1853. The next year ne went
abroad, and filled the post of Secretary of
the American Legation at Brussels. From
1856 to 1858 he was Secretary of the United
--- -------- — ---- *~ mwU,v».uucimu  1 States Legation in Mexico. Having had
which aro valued at more than $226,000,- ; 8uch experience in diplomacy, he was
000. The annual losses among these selected by the Confederate Government
animals is very hoary. In 1873 it ; to go on a special mission to Europe. He
was estimated to reach $20,000,000; in j e^towd actively into the military service of
1882 it was 6 per cent of the whole num- the Confederacy, and rose to the rank of
ber in the country; in 1885 this loss in- Lieutenant Colonel on the staff of Gen.
creased to 9 per cent. Recent investign- Freston. After peace was declared he re-
tions indicate that these losses are mostly Burned his long-intermpted practice of lawr
the result of contagious diseases. Tho ^d made his home in New Orleans; but ha
losses in Nebraska during the Inst year ! subsequently elected Professor of
have been, for the first time, very heavy. I Spanish and Italian in the University of
Reports from forty- six of the seventy- i Louisiana. *
three counties show that out of 1,303,695
head of swine, 460,463 were affected with
the disease, and 352,921, valued at $2,445,-
778, died.
THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
........................... 15.60 @ 6.50
Hoos ............................. 4.25 <3 4,75
Wheat— No. 1 White ............ 1.00 @1.03
No. 2 Red ................ wm 1.004
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 54 50
Oats — White ... .................. 44 @ '45
Pork— New Mess ................. 11.60 011.75
Lartl ............................... ..... .07Ti CHICAGO.
BEEVES-Choice to Prime Steers. 5.60 ©6.00
Good Shipping ......... 5.00 0 5.60
Medium ................ 4.6O @6.00
«°OS. . . . ...... 3.75 @4.35
FLoun-Fancy Red Winter Ex.. 6.00 @6.60
Prime to Choice Bpring. 4.35 @ 4.75
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............. 88 @ .884
Corn-No. 2. ...................... $ .48
Oats— No. 2. ...................... 33 (# .34
Rye— No. 2 ........................ 64 @ .06
Barley-No. a ..... • ............... 47 (g .50
Butter— Choice Creamery ....... 15 @ .16
Fine Dairy .............. 14 & .15
Cheese— Fall Cream .............. oo @ .07
Light Skimmed ......... 03 @ .04
Eoos— Fresh ...................... 11 @ .13
Potatoes — New, per brl ......... 2. 00 @3.00
Pork— Mess ...................... 10.00 @10.50
LaBd .............. 6.60 @6.75w TOLEDO.
Wheat— Na 2 Red ............... 92 @ .94
Cohn-No. 2 ....................... $ .49
Oats— No. 2 .......... ; 34 @ .36m MILWAUKEE.
Wheat— No. 2 ..................... 87 @ .88
Corn-No. 2 ...................... 47 & ,48
Oats— No. 2 ....................... @ ,34
Rye— No. 1. ....................... 65 & .66
Barley-No. 2 .................... 47 @ .49
Pork— Mess ...... 10.00 @10.50m 8T. LOUIS.
Wheat-No.2 Red .............
COBK-Mixed ..................
Oats— Mixed ...................
Rye ............ .
Hat— Timothy ......
Pork— Mess .........
„ %T CINCiNNATt
Wheat-No. 2 Red ....... .. .....
Corn
Boyd Winchester, Minister to Switierland*
President Cleveland’s appointee as Min-
ister to Switzerland was bom in Ascension
Parish, Louisiana, in 1832. His parent*
removed to Kentucky when he was quit*
young, and he was sent to school at Dan-
ville. He was graduated in the law cours*
at the University of Louisville in 1857.
The same year, after having been admitted
to the bar, he was elected to the Kentucky
••••••• ••••••••••«
• •••••••• ••
1.02 @ 1 04
.44 @ .45
.33 & .34
.62 @ .64
14.00 016.00
10.50 @11.00
1.02
,47
agreement, a renewal of the alliance with ......... 47
Germany, an entente with Turkey, and no I OAT*-Mixed. . . .‘‘.‘.I .'30
special cultivation of an entente with !£**"N£ 2 FlkU ................... 72
France. .. .Russia offers to resume diplo- ^ °BK ^  e8> ...... ””••• .. ...... 10.50
matio relations with the Vatican if his.uMut/uo m u i-uo vuuu u 11 u b Flour.,
holiness will induce the Catholic bishops ! Wheat-No.' l White.’.'.'.'.'.'
of Poland to abandon the idea of 2
re-establishing the nationality of that conn- -ATB“--0, 2 ^hite.
try. , , .The British Government has ordered
Four thousand persons viewed the
proceedings of the Ohio Republican Con-
vention at Spn gfield. The temporary
Chairman wal Hon.' J. D. Taylor, of
Guernsey County, and fthe
the payment of £100 tn each of the widows of
tho Canadian voyagenrs np the Nile, and
£50 to the mothers of the voyagenrs. . . .
The steamer Opeke Hall foundered in a cy-
clone in the Gnlf of Aden. There was but
@ 1.05
& .49
@ .374
@ .74
...... <311.00
DETROIT.
6.50 @ 6.00
.97 @- .98
.48,1 .49Pnw .... .............. ?8 @ .39
iDRK— NOW MOM.. ............. J1.75 012.26
Bsadtt s 1 s
Cimv ,*^1 LIBERTY. ^
.................... iSS giSi
t-siis
4.25 @4.75
Senate. In 1868 he was a district elector
on the Seymour and Blair Presidential
ticket. The following year (1869) he was
elected a Representative in the Forty-first
Congress from the Louisville district, and
re-elected to the Forty-second Congress,
serving from December, 1870, to March,
1874. When young Winchester removed
from Louisiana to Kentucky, he spoke
French better than his mother tongue. Of
coarse, he is still proficient in tiie court
language of Europe, and it will serve him
to good advantage at Berne, where the
Gallic element prevails.
•••••••••ewwee#
••••••••••••••••••••••a#
It is not poverty so much as pretense
that harasses a ruined man— the strag-
gle between a proud mind and an.
sting.— Mrs. Jameaon.
iv
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Hi
GRANT’S LIFE.
^Extracts from the General’s Per-
sonal Uemoirs-The Inter-
view with liinooln.
His Peculiar Feelings Just Before the
First Battle Humorously
Described.
famished many rolunteers to the army. I re- I very likely the sword that had been presented
fer to these cironmstanoes with minuteness be- ! by the Btato of Virginia. At aU events. It waa
cause I did Gen. McCook injustice in my article an entirely different sword from the one
in the (Jenturv, though not to the extent one 1 that would ordinarily worn
willing tafSo any one an injustice, and if con- which was the uniform of a private with
vlnoedthat I have done one I am willing to : the straps of a General, I most have contrasted
make the lullest confession. i veiy strangely with a man so handsomely
"The campalim of Vicksburg was sag- ! dressed, six feet high, and of faultless form,
gested and developed by clroomstinoes. : Dnt this was not a matter that I thought of un-
The elections of 1H62 had gone against I til afterward. Gen. Lee and 1 soon fell into a
the prosecution of the war. Volunteen en- ; conversation about old army times. He re-
llstments had nearly ceased and the draft ; marked that he remembered me very well in the
had been re sorted to. This was resisted and a ! old army, and I told him, as a matter of coarse,
defeat or backward movement would have made ! I remembered him perfectly, but owing to the
Its execution impossible. A forward movement diderenre In years -there being about sixteen
to decisive victory was neco sary. Accordingly, ] years difference In our ages -and onr rank. I
1 resolved to get below Vicksburg, unite with i thought it very likely I had not attracted his
Banks against Port Hudson, make New Orleans j attention sufficiently to be remembered after
a base, and. with that base and Grand Gulf ns a ; sui h a long period. Onr conversation grew so
•How Chattanooga Was Saved-The
Wilderness Campaign-Vari-
ous Other Anecdotes.
The crowning work of Gen. Grant’s life— his
personal memoirs written by hlmself—iis now
practically complete, and in the hapda of the
metpublishers. There will be two volumes, of suo
pages each. The first will contain the family
genealogy and a history of the General's boy-
hood and youth. It will have for frontispiece
an em-ravlng of Ltqnt. U. 8. Grant atihe age of
starling point, move our combined forces against I pleasant that I almost forget the object of our
Vicksburg. Upon reaching Grand Gnlf, after i meeting. Gen. Lee at that time was accompa-
rnnntng its batte les and hgheing a battle. 1 re- I nled by one or hi< staff officers, a Col. Marshall,
oclved » letter from Ban'-s in’orming me th*t 1 hod all of my staff with me, a good portion of
he could not be at Port Hudson under ten days,
and then with only fifteen thousand men. The
time was worth more than the re-enforcement*.
21. The second volume deals mainly with the
-events of the war of the rebeOion. The text
will be freely Illustrated by plans and map
showing the maneuvers f t the armies on the
various fields of battle. The volume treats of
the battle of Chattanooga, Hooker's light above
tbe clouds on Lookout Mountain, and all the
subsequent operations np to the great battle of
the wilderness. The capture of Atlanta,
Bherman's march to the sea, ' and his
operations in Georgia, North and Booth Caro-
lina, as well as Sheridan's raid down the Shen-
andoah Valley and his victory at Five Forks,
are described. The Appomattox campaign, cul-
minating with the final scene of Lee’s sur-
render at McLean's honse, is graphically told.
The apple-tree legend and the story of Lee’s
aword are authentically settled. The first vol-
ume contains little of interest. The story of
Grant’s early life as told by himself is conven-
tional and quite devoid of exciting incident.
But in the second volume, where the memoirs
•deal with the thrilling events of the war. tbe
simple, lucid style in which the work is written
is pleasing, and the interest never flags. •
Prom advance sheets of the work the follow-
I therefore determined to push into the into
rlor of the enemy’s country. With a large river
behind us, held above and below by the enemy,
rap d movements were essential to success.
Jackson was captured the day after a new com-
mander had arr.ved and w hen large re-enlo.ce-
ments were daily expected. A rapid movement
west was made, and the garrison of Vicksburg
was met in five battles and badly defeated. The
city was then successfully brs egod."
Following is an account of Geu. Grant's ap-
pointment as Lieutenant General: “My com-
mission as Lieutenant Genenl was given to me
on the ttth of March, 1864. On the following day
1 visited Gen. Mtade, commanding the Army of
the Potomac, at his headquarters at Bi andy
Station, near the Rapidan. I had known Gen.
Meade slightly in the Mexican war, but had not
met him since until this visit. I was a stranger
to most of the Army of the Potomac- 1 might
say to all, except the officers of the regular army
who bad served in the Mexican war. There had
ing extracts are taken:
WiWriting of 1861, Gen. Grant says: ‘‘Going
home for a day or two soon after a conversation
with Gen. Pope, I wrote from Galena the fol-
lowing letter to the Adjutant General of the
-army:
“Galena, HI . May 24, 1861.
Col. L. Thomas, Adjutant General U. 8. A.,
Washington, D. C.:
“ Silt-Having served for fifteen years in the
.regular army, including four years at West
Point, and feeling it the duty of every one who
has been educated at the Government expense
to offer his services for the support of that
Government, I have the honor very respectfully
to tender my services until the close of the war
In each capacity as may be offered. I would
aay, in view of my present age and length of
service. 1 feel myself competent to command a
regiment if the President In his judgment
should see fit to intrust one tome. Since the
first call of tho President I have been serving on
the staff of the Governor of this State, render-
ing such aid as I could in tbe organization of
our State militia, aud am still engaged in that
capacity, a letter addressed to me at Spring-
field, HL, will reach me. I am, very respect-
fully, yonr obedient servant, U. 8. Grant."
Gen. Grant, describing his first battle in the
civil war, says:
“As soon as the enemy saw ns they decamp-
ed as fast as their horses would carry them.
been some changes ordered in the organization
of that army before my promotion. One was
tbe consolidation of five corps Into three, thus
throwing some officers of rank out of iniportant
commands. Meade evidently thought 1 might
want to make still one more change not yet or-
dered. He said to me that I might want an
officer who had served with me at the West,
mentioning Sherman especially, to take his
place. If so, he begged me not to hesitate
about making the change."
No reminiscence of war hlstorv will be road
with greater Interest than Gen Grant's aoconnt
of his first meeting with Mr. Lincoln, and Mr.
Llnooln'p charge to him:
“Although hailing from Illinois myself, the
State of the Pres dent, I had never met Mr. Lin-
coln until called to the capital to receive my
oommlsslon as Lieutenant General. I knew
him, however, very well and favorably from the
accounts given by officers under me at the West
who had known him all their lives. I had also
read the remarkable coarse of debates between
Lincoln and Douglas a few years before, when
they were rival candidates for the United States
Senate. I was then a resident of Missouri,
and by no means a ‘Lincoln man’ in
th*t contest, but I recognized his great
ability. In my first Interview with Mr. Lincoln
alone be stated that he bad never professed to
be a* military man or to know how campaigns
should be conducted, and never wanted to in-
terfere with them, but that procrastination on
the part of the commanders and the pressure
Of the people at the North and of Congress,
which, like the poor, he ’had always with him,’
had forced him into issuing his well-known
series of ‘execntlve orders.* He did not know
a urui u VI IMJ ovau aiaa tar* « j/vib ua* <
whom were in tho room during the interview.
This is Gen. Grant’s account of how Chatta-
nooga WM saved :
"On receipt of Mr. Dana's dlspstch Mr. Stan-
ton Si nt t< r mq. Finding that I was out he be-
came nervous and excited, inquiilns of every
person he met. including guests of the house,
whether they knew where I was, and bidding
them find me ami send mo to him at once. About
11 o’clock I returned to the hotel, and on my
way, when near the house, every person I met
was a messenger from tho Secretary, ap-
parently partaking of his impatience to
see me. I hastened to the room of tho Sec-
retary, and found him pacing the floor rapidly
in about the garb Mr. Jefferson Davis was wear-
ing subsenuehtiv when he was captured— a
dressing gown, but without tho shawl and sun-
bonnet lie shuwe 1 the dispatch, saying that
the retreat must be prevented. 1 Immediately
wrote an order assnming command of tho Mili-
tary Division of tbe Mississppi and telegraphed
it to Gen. Kosecrans. 1 then telegraphed him tho
order from Washington assigning to Thomas
the command of the Army of the Cumberland,
and to Thomas that ho mast hold Chattanooga
at all hazards.”
Here is a funny story about Gen. Bragg,
which Gen. Grant tolls In his characteristically
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bat they were all wrong, and did not donbt bat
some of them were. All he wanted, or ever had
wanted, was that some one would take the re-
sponsibility and act, and call on him for all the
assistance needed.’’
kept my men in the ranks and forbade their
'entering any of the deserted houses or taking
anything from them. We halted at night on the
road and proceeded the next morning at an early
hour. Hams had been encamped in a creek
bottom for the sake of being near water. The
hills on either side of the creek extend to a con-
I Of the Wilderness campaign the General
says:
•Operating as we were in an enemy s country,
and supplied always from a distant base, large
detachments hid at all times to be sent from
the front, not onlv to guard the base of sup-
plies and the roads leading to it, but all the
siderable height, possibly more than 100 feet
As we approached the brow of the hill, from
which it was expected we could see Harris’
camp and possibly find his men ready formed
to meet us, my heart kept getting higher and
higher, nntll it felt to me as though it was in
my throat. I would have given anything then
to have been back in Illinois, bnt I bad not the
moral courage to halt and consider what to do.
I kept right on. When we reached a point from
which the valley below was in fall view 1 halt-
-ed. The place where Harris had been encamped
a few days before was still there, and the marks
of a recent encampment were plainly visible,
bnt the troops were gone. My heart resumed
its place. It occurred to me at once that Harris
had been as much afraid of me as I had been of
him. This was a view of the question I had
wnevei> taken before, but It was one I never for-
got afterward. From that event to the close of
the war I never experienced trepidation on con-
fronting an enemy.
"At the. battle cf Belmont, fearing that
the enemy we had seen crossing the river
below might be coming upon ns unawares,
I rode out in tho field to onr front— still entire-
ly alone— to observe whether the enemy was
simple way:
'll_ have heard a story In tho old army very
characteristic of Bragg. On one occasion, when
stationed at a post of several companies, com-
manded by s field officer, he was him self com-
manding one of the companies, and at the same
time acting Post Quartermaster and Commis-
sary. He was a First Lieutenant at the time,
bnt his Captain was detached to other duty.
As commander of the company, he made a
requisition upon the Quartermaster (him-
self) lor something ho wanted. As Quarter-
master he declined to fill the requisition, and
Indorsed on tho back of it his reason
for so doing. As company commander he re-
sponded to this, urging that his requisition
called for nothing but what he was entitled to,
and that it was the duty of the Quartermaster
to till it. The Quartermaster still persisted that
he was right. In this condition of affairs Bragg
referred tho whole matter to the commanding
officer. The latter, when he saw the nature of
the matter referred, exclaimed: *My God, Mr.
Bragg, yon have quarreled with every officer In
the armv, and now you are quarreling with
yourself P Longstreet was an entirely different
man." __
Only one measure was passed by the Senate
on tbe 10th Inst., namely the bill to apportion
the State anew into Senatorial district*, and
this niter a half day's fight in which the
Democrats and Fualontsts fought at every pos-
sible step. Alter eleven roll calls and pernaps
twice as many more rising votes, all of which
were strictly party votes, the bill was passed:
yeas, 17: nays, 14. The Republicans supported
the bill and the Demoorats and Grecnbaokers
opposed it The ratio Is 68,000, but
of course some districts overrun and
others fall short Tho Upper Peninsula, with
only the addition of Emmet Connty, is given
three Senators Instead of two. as now Cal-
houn, Jaokaon, Monroe and Washtenaw, here-
tofore constituting separate districts, are now
grouped with other counties. This will give tho
Republicans at least twenty of the thirty-two
district-. The Senate partially considered
House bill amending the general drain law. Tho
Senate confirmed the nomination of Henry
Froliok, of Grand Rapids, as Commis-
sioner to arrange for tho eelobration of the
semi-centennial of Michigan's admission into
the Union, vice Thomas B. Gilbert, resigned.
The House passed House bills to correct errors
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sity hospital-, and amending tho statute rela-
tive to liens on logs and lumber. Also Senate
bill to prohibit the manufacture or sale or im-
portation of oleomargarine or butteriuo. This
last bill was amended providing for 1 he pay-
ment to manufacturers by the State of the value
of the property thus confiscated. The Senate
concurred in this amendment.
Bills to amend the act to reorganize the
military forces of the State, and to antborize
Bancroft. Shiawasse County, to vote $10,000 for
aid to tbe Toledo, Ann Arbor and North Mtohl
gan Railroad, passed the Senate on the Mth
inst. The blu for a Board of Medical Examin-
ers was defeated. The House had a bitter party
tight over the Senatorial and Representative ap-
portionment bills. The apportionment committee
reported both bills favorably. The minority
of the committee submitted a report violently
ssalllng the Repnbllcan members of the com-
mittee for partisanship and unfairness. A sharp
debate over t he question of printing this report In
the journal arose. It was finally ordered print-
ed. The motion to place the Senate bill on its
immediate passage was made, and the tumult
began again. Democrats denonnoed the Kepnb-
llcans, and the latter claimed they bad present-
ed a fair bill. At noon a recess was takcin, and
after dinner the contest was renewed. It was
kept np several hours, dilatory motions being
made, and roll-calls on them demanded to de-
lay action. Finally the previous question was
ordered, and the bill was passed by a strict
party vote. The bill makes First, Second, and
Thii ‘ ‘ * “ " '
METHODIST EPISCOPAL VISITATION.
Plan for the Fall Conferences Adopted by
the Board of Bishops at St. Louis.
Conference. Place. Date. Bishop.
Utah Mis.... Park City .Utah.. July 2...Warren.
MontanaMis.Dillon, M. T ..... July 9. .Walden.
ColumbiaRlvSpok’eFallsW.T.July 16.. Walden.
Idaho ....... CanyonCtty.Ore.July 30.. Walden.
Paget Sound. Taaooma.W T..Aug. 13.. Walden.
Colorado.... Pueblo, Col .. ..Aug. 20... Andrews
Bl’k HillsMlsRaplds City, D.TAug. 20..Ninde.ihc ..... 'Nevada Mis. Bishop’s Cr.,Nev. Ann. 20.  Fowler.
Indiana ..... Spencer, Ind ..... Ang. 27.. Harris.
passing. The field was grown np with corn so
tall and thick as to cut off the view of even
person on horseback, except directly along the
rows. Even in that direction, owing to the
overhanging blades of corn, tho view was not
extensive. I had not gone more than a few
hundred yards when I saw a hotly of troops
marching past me not forty yards away. I
looked at them for a moment, and then tamed
my horse toward the river, and started back,
first in a walk, and when I thought myself con-
oealcd from the view ot the enCroy us fast as my
horse could carry me. When at the river bank
I still had to ride a few hundred yards
to the point where the nearest transport
ky. The corn-field In front of our trans-
ports terminated at the edge of a dense
forest. Before I got back the enemy had en-
tered this forest and had opened a brisk fire
upon the boats. Our men, with the exception
of details that had gone to the front after the
wounded, were now either aboard the transports
or very near them. Those who were not on
board soon got there, and the boats poshed off.
I was the only man of the national army be-
tween tee rebels and our transports. The Cap
tain of a boat that had just poshed out, bnt had
mot started, recognized me, and ordered the en-
gineer not to start the engine. He then had a
roads leading to onr flanks and rear. We were
also operating in a country unknown to ns, and
withont competent guides or maps showing the
roads accurately. Estimating Lee's strength in
the same manner as oars, the enemy had not
less than eighty thousand men at the start.
His re-enforcements daring the campaign were
about equal to onrs deducting our discharged
men and those sent back, Lee was on the de-
fensive and In a country in which every
stream, every read, every obstacle to the
movements of troops, and every natural
defense was familiar to him and
his army. Tbe citizens were all friendly to him
and his cause, and conld and did furnish him
with accurate reports of our every movement.
Rear guards wore not necessary for him, and,
having always a railroad at his back, large
wagon trains were not required. All circum-
stances considered, we did not have any ad-
vantage of numbers. On the morning of the
7th we sent ont pickets and skirmishers along
onr entire front to discover the position of the
enemy. Some went as far as a mile and a half
before finding him. But Lee Showed no dispo-
sition to come out There was no battle during
tbe day and but little firing, except & Warren's
front about midday. Warren was directed
to make a reconnoissance in force. This
drew some sharp firing, but there was
no attempt on tho part of the rebels to
drive them back. This ended tbe battle of the
Wilderness. More severe fighting ha- not been
wltne-sed on this continent than that of the
6th and 6th of May, 1861. Our victory consisted
Ing sucoessfnlly crossed a formidable
stream almost in the face of the enemy, and in
getting the army together afterward as a unit.
We gained an advantage on tt e morning of the
fith which. If It had been followed up. must
have proven very decisive. In the evening the
enemy gained an advantage, but was speedily
repulsed. As we stood at the close, the two
armies were relatively in about the same condi-
tion to meet each other as when tho river had
divided them, but the fact of safely crossing
was a victory. Our losses in the battle ot the
Wilderness were 2,261 killed, 8,785 wounded, and
2,ft)2 missing -probably nearly all the latter
captured by the enemy."
Gen. Grant thus describes Gen. Lee’s surren-
der:
"1 found Gen. Lee had been brought Into onr
lines and conducted to a bouse belonging to a
Mr. McLean, and was there with one of his staff
offloers waiting mv arrival. The head of his
Oregon. ..... Roseburg, Ore.. .Aug. 27. .Walden.
Japan ....... Toklo, Japan.... Ang. 27.. -
NWSwedlshDavton, Iowa.. ..Sept. 3. .Bowman.
rd D stricts ont of Wayne Connty, and the
other counties are as follows: Fourth,
Washtenaw and Monroe; Fifth, Lenawee;
Sixth, Jackson and Hillsdale: .Seventh.
Branch and Calhoun; Eighth, St. Joseph and
Kalamazoo; Ninth, herrlen and Cass; Tenth.
Van Bnren and Allegan; Eleventh, Barry and
Eaton; Twelfth, Shiawassee and Ingham; Thir-
teenth, Livingston and Genesee; Fourteenth,
Oakland: Fifteenth, Macomb and St. Clair;
Sixteenth, Sanilac and. Lapeer; Seventeenth,
Baton and Tusoola; Eighteenth, Saginaw;
Nineteenth, Clinton and Ionia ; Twentieth, Kent ;
Twenty-first, Muskegon and Ottawa; Twenty-
second. Mason, Lake, Newaygo, and Oceana;
Twenty-third, Mecosta and Montcalm: Twen-
ty-fourth: Gratiot, Midland, Gladwin, Clare,
and Isabella; Twenty-fifth. Arenac and
Bay; Twenty-alxtb, Oscoda, Ogemaw. Alpena,
Aloona, and losoo; Twenty-seventh, Montgqm-
Osceola; Twenty-ninth, Manlton, Leelenaw,
Charlevoix, Antrim, and Grand Traverse; Thir-
tieth, Emmet, Macklnao, Chippewa, Alger,
Schoolcraft, and Delta: Thirty-first, Iron, Me-
nominee, and Marquette; Thirty-second, Ke-
Cincinnati.. Cincinnati, Ohio.Sept. 3. .Harris.
N. Ohio ..... Berea, Ohio ...... Sept. 3.. Merrill.
N. Nebraska. Ponca, Neb ...... Sept 3.. Andrews.
N.W.In'diana Valparaiso, Ind . .Sept 3. .Foss.
W. German. .Claytonia,Neb. . .Sept. 3. .Ninde.
Calltornia... Stockton, Cal. ...Sept 3.. Fowler.
Norwegian &
Danish. . . .Cambridge, Wla..Beptia .Bowman.
CenGerman . Colum bus, Ohio . Sept 10. . Harris.
Erie ......... Sharon, Pa ....... Scot.lO. Mbmil.
W. Neb. Mis . . Kearney, Neb. . . . Sept 10, .Andrews.
Detroit ...... Pontiac, Mich... Sept. 10. .Warren.
81. LouisGer.St Lonis, Mo. ..Sept 10. .Foss.
Iowa ......... Mt Pleasant Ia.8ept 10.. Ninde.
S. CaUfornia.8anta Barbara.. Sept, 10..Powler.
Chicago Ger. Manitowoc, Wla.Sept 17. .Bowman
Cen. 0hlo...Fostoria, Ohio... Sept 17r.Harrls.
E. Ohio ...... Barnesville, O..Sept. 17. .Foster.
Pittsburgh ..Allegheny City.. Sept. 17. .Merrill
Nebraska.... Seward, Neb. ...Sept, 17. .Andrews
Michigan.... Gd. Rap., Mich. .Sept 17.. Warren.
Des Moines.. Dea Moines. la.. Sept. 17.. Foss.
Hlinois ...... Rnshville, 111 • • • Sept 1 7 .. Ninde.
N. Dak. Mis. Wahpeton.D.T.. Sept 17. .Walden.
Arizona Mis. .Tnck-on. Ariz’a. Sept. 17.. Fowler.
W. Wiscon’n.Dodgeville, Wia. Sept 24.. Bowman
S.E. Indiana. BrookvlUe, Ind. .Sept. 24.. Harris.
Ohio ......... Delaware. O ..... Sept 24.. Foster.
W. Virginl8..Charleeton,W.VaSept 24.. Merrill.
N.W.Oerm’nLe Seuer, Minn.. Sept. 24. .Andrews
Cen. Illinois. Fairbury, 111 ...Sept. 24. .Warren.
N. W. Iowa. .Storm Lake, la.. Sept 24. .Foss.
8. Illinois.... KdwardsvlUe.lllSept 24.. Ninde.
N.M.Mis 1 8. 1. Peralta, N. M....8ept 24.. Fowler.
N. China Mis. Pekin, 0 Ulna. ...Sept 24.. -
Wisconsin... Waukesha, Wls.Oct 1.. Bowman.
Kentucky.. . . Covington, Ky . . Oct
Minnesota. . .Rochester, Minn. Oct
Mrty-secomi, 
weenaw, Isle Royal. Ontonagon, Vlroqua, and
~hts makes twenty Republican and
plank ran out for me. Mv horse seemed to take
In the stmation. There waa no path down the
bank, and every one acquainted with tbe Mis-
oil'Bippi knows that its banks in a natural state
do not vary at any great angle from
the perpendicular. My horse put his fore
feet over the bank withont hesitation or
-nrging, and with his hind feet well
under him slid down the bank and trotted
aboard the boat, twelve* or fifteen feet away,
over a single gang plank. I dismounted anc
column was occupying a hill, a portion of which
iPple orshard, across the .. ..... .
from the Court House. Sheridan's forces were
drawn up in line of battle on the crest of the
hill, on the south side of the same valley. Be-
went at once to the upper deck.
lot the ba
Btor
graphic and well told The reader will imagine
"The description <
by CoL William Pres
tile of Shiloh given
n Johnston Is very
that he can see at each blow struck a demoral-
ized and broken mob of Federal soldiers, each
blow sending the enemy more demoralized than
•ever toward the Tennessee River, which was a
little more than two miles away at the begin-
ning ot the onset If the reader does nnt stop
to inquire Vvfijr, with snch Confederate success
for more than twelve hours of hard fighting,
the national troops were not all killed, captured.
or driven into the river, he will regard the pen-
picture as pet feet. Bnt I witnessed the fight
from the national side from 8 o'clock In the
morning nntll night closed the contest, and I
.see bnt little in the description that I can rec-
ognize. The Confederate troops fought well,
and deserve commendation enough for their
bravery and endurance on the oth of April
without detraction from their antagonists or
•claiming anything more than their dne. In an
artioic on the battle of Shiloh which I wrote for
the Centni'V Mai a 2 in e I stated that Gen. A.
MoD. McCook, who commanded a division of
Bnell's army, expressed some unwillingness to
pursue the enemy on Monday, April 7, because
of the condition ot the troops. Gen. Badoat
fore stating what took place between Gen. Lea
ana mvself, I will give all there is of the narra-
tive of Gen. Lee ana. the famous apple tree.
Wars produce many stories of fiction, some of
which are told until they are believed. The
war of the rebellion was fruitful in the same
way. The story of the apple tree is one of those
notions, with a slight fonudatlon of fact.
"As 1 have said, there was an apple orchard on
tho tide of the. hill occupied by the Confederate
forces. Running diagonally np the hill was a
wagon road, wbloh at one point ran very near one
of the trees, so that the wheels on that side had
cut off the roots of tho tree, which made a little
embankment. Gen. Babcock reported to me that
when he met Gen. Lee ho was sitting upon the
embankment, with his feet on tho road, and
leaning against tbe tree. It was then that Lee
was conducted into the honse, where I first
mot him. I bad known Gen. Lee in the old
army, and had served with him in the Mexican
war, bnt did not sat pose, owing to the differ-
ences in pur ages and rank, that he would
probably remember me, while 1 would
remember him more distinctly because
he was the 'chief engineer on the staff
of General Scott in the Mexican war.
When 1 left camp that morning I had not ex-
pected the result so soon that was then taking
place, and, consequently, was in rough garb,
and withont a sword, as I usually was when on
horseback on the field, wearing a soldier's
blouse for a coat, with shoulder-straps of my
rank to indicate who I was to the army. When
I went Into tbe honse 1 found Gen. Lee. We
also, in his history, makes the same statement
-on mv authority. In justice to Gen. McCook
and his command, I mast say that they
eted each other, and after shaking hands
: onr seats. What his feelings were I«io nob
know. Being a man of much dignity, and with
left a point twenty-two miles east of Savannah
on the morning ot the 6th. From the heavy
rains of a few days previous, and tho passage
of trains and artillery, tbe roads were neces-
sarily deep In mud, which made marching
slow. The division had not only marched
through this mud the day before, but it had
been in the rain all night without rest.
an impenetrable face. It was impossible to say
whether he felt Inwardly glad the end had
finally come, or whether he felt sadly
over the result and was too manly to
how it. . Whatever his feelings, they
were entirely concealed from observation;
vnfe ”
was engaged in the battle 'of the second day,
5h«sa* ot-
bnt my ow  feelings, which had been quite ap-
parent on the receipt of his letter, were sad and
depressed. I felt like anything rather than re-
jotc ng at the downfall of a foe that had fought
long and gallantly, and had suffered so much
r a canse which I believed to be one of the
Bine Ridge.. Gastonia, N. C..Oct.
N. Mox. Mis. Santa Fe. N. M..Oct.
Bulgaria. . . . .Rustchuk, Bui . ..Oct.
Cen. N. York.Byracu?e, N. Y. .Oct.
Dakota, Mis. Blunt, D. T ...... Oct.
1.. Harris.
1.. Andrews
1.. Warren.
1..Hnrst
1..Mallalien
1.. Fowler.
1
8.. Merrill
8.. Foss.
Rock River.. Elgin, HI ........ Oct 8. .Fowler.
.JohnsonCHolston ..... JohnsonC’y.Ten . Oct 15.. Hurst.
Cen. Tenn. . .Tullahoma.Tenn.Oct. 15..Mallaliea
Con.CblnaM.Klakiang, China. Got 15..
E.Tenneesee. Knoxville, Tenn. Oct 22. .Hnrst
Tennessee. . . Gallatin, Tenn. . . Got 22. .Mallalien
S. German. . .SanAntonlo.Tex.Nov. 19.. Foster.
Foochow... ..Foochow, Chlna.Nov. 19. . -
Sonth India.. Bombay, India.. Nov. 19. . 
Georgia ..... Ellijay, Ga. ..... Nov. 19.. Mallalien
Texas ........ Houston, Tex. . .Nov. 26. .Foster.
Alabama • Edwardsville.... Nov. 26. .Mallalien
West Texas.. Austin, Texas... Dec. 3. .Foster.
Savannah.... Savannah. Ga..Deo. 3.. Mallalien
Austin ...... Denton, Texas.. Dec. 10.. Foster.
Cen. Ala ..... MobUe, Ala. . . .Dec. 10. .Mallalien
William M. Habbip, Secretary.
Houghton. T is _ ____
twelve Demooratio districts, flgnring on last
fall’s vote. After the passage of tho Senate bill
an attempt was made to pass tbe Honse bill, bnt
action was postponed.
The House parsed the bill to reapportion tho
State Into Representative districts by a party
vote-yeas 61, nays 43-on the 12th. It was then
sent to the Senate, the rules suspended, and the
bill put through that body-yeas 17, nays 10. In
both booses the same parliamentary tactics were
resorted to to delay or defeat the measure as
the Senatorial apportionment bill, and both
houses passed it by a strict Republican vote, as
they did tho other. The bill takes one Rep-
resentatiye from Branch, St. Clair, and
Clinton Connties, and adds one to Marqnette,
and adds the other two to districts in the npper
portion of the Lower Peninsula. The Senate
also passed a bill to change the boundaries of
school districts in Marqnette Connty, and to
amend the act to provide for the construction
of canals, etc.. In the Upper Peninsula. The
Honse passed bills for the purchase of addition-
al land at the State Prison, and to amend the
charter of Bay City. Both houses held
& joint convention to listen to a
short address by Senator Palmer. The Gov-
ernor sent to the Senate the following appoint-
ments: Cornelias Van Loo of Ottawa, member
of the Board of Corrections and Charities, vloe
Van Dusen, resigned; Geo^ Spaulding ot ilon-
roe, member of Boardof Control of Indnstrial
Home for Girls, vloe T. H. Henchman, resigned:
members of Board of Management of Soldiers’
Home, Aaron T. Bliss of Saginaw and Samuel
Wells qf Berrien, for six yfcars; Royal A.
Remlck of Wayne and J. R. Pierce of Kent,
four years; Mlohsel Brown of Meoosta and
Cbas. G. Osborn of Marqnette, far two
vears; members of the State Board of
Pharmacy, whose commissions data from Dec.
81, 1884, Geo. McDonald of Kalamazoo and
F. H. Van Euater of Bay for fwo years, Jesson
ot Muskegon for three years, James Vernor of
Wayne for fonr years, and Christian Eherbacb
of Washtenaw for five years; members of State
Ltve-Stook Sanitary Commission, Charles F.
Moore of St Clair for four years, Henry H.
Hines of Montcalm for fonr years, and Thomas
Foster of Genesee for two vears. Also, E. A. A.
Grange of Ingham to be State Veterinarian for
two years. Members of the Board of Control of
the Michigan School for tbe Blind, .Townsend
North of Tuscola for six years, Thomas a Ap-
plegate of Lenawee for fonr years, and James
M. Turner
A MOMENT WITH A METEOR.
Colored People In Texas Thought the Day
of Judgment was at Hand.
[Sherman (Texas) special]
A meteor of remarkable size was seen
near midnight last night, moving in a
southwesterly direction. The shy was
brilliantly illuminated by it for several sec-
onds. A moment after the meteor had dis-
appeared a loud esplosidn, similar to the dis-
charge of heavy artillery, was heard, accom-
panied by a perceptible shock. This phe
of Ingham for two years.
TEE following bills passed the Senate on the
18th inst: To amend tbeoharter of Bay City;
for tbe purchase of additional land at the State
Prison; to establish a board of bnilding in-
spectors for Detroit; regnlatlng the manner of
counting votes of elections; amending the
school laws, so as to pay tbe primary school
money to districts semi-annually Instead of an'
—A woman suffrage convention will ba
held nt Grand Rapids Oct. 7.
—The erection of the proposed big hotol
on Mackinoo Island has been postponed for
another season.
—A bricklayer in Detroit, named Patrick
Shaun, fell ninety-five feet, and retained
sufficient life to be taken to tho hospital.
— The Ann Arbor High School contains
representatives from Mexico, Italy, Japan,
and Tnrkey, as well as from sixteen States
in the Union.
—The Ann Arbor bicyclists complete the
triangle, i. e., take in Ypsi'anti aud Saline,
in three hours, stopping at both places.
Tho distance is twenty- seven and a half
miles.
—Henry Peters, a Monroe blacksmith,
ret red from business last week after fotty-
eight years of active service at the. forge-
sixteen in Germany end thirty-two in
Monroe.
—Since tho last census Houghton Coun-
ty has increased in population 4,000; Mar-
quette, 6,000; Baraga, Ontonagon, Mack-
inac, and Schoolcraft, 2,000 each; Menom-
inee, 7,000.
—Grand Rapids papers think that the
patronage which is fritted away on five
dailies would make two papers happy, but
none of tho five seems to be self-saorlfioing
enough to go for the good of the rest
-Until recently Kalkaska has been
blessed with three or fonr preachers, but
now has none, and the boys play ta.l, the
band meet for practice, old men go trout-
fishing, and ladies go visiting on Sunday,
making it the liveliest day in the week.
—The proffers of Drs. Ranney, Post and
others, the Miohigan surgeons who offered
their servioes to Russia in case of war with
England, have been declined. Diplomas
of foreign institutions, says tho Secretary of
the Russian Legation, are not sufficient,
and the lack of knowledge of the Russian
language is still another objeotion.
—This is a rather tough story, bnt, of
course, a Petersburg editor wouldn’t lie:
“A Petersburg frog is said to have fallen in-
to a pail of milk pn a recent night, and
next morning was found complacently
seated on a roll of batter which he had
churned in his fruitless efforts to get out."
—The Japanese Government wants to
secure the Grand Rapids educational ex-
hibit at the New Orleans Exposition to lake
home. It consists of various colored shoe-
pegs laid vertically, horizontally, and in
almost every direction possible to describe,
by pupils under six years of age. . This is
to teach the little ones the different colors
and lines.
—It is estimated that tho loss on timber
and buildings by the forest fires about New-
berry will reach over $30,000. A family
named Delaney, living seven miles from
Creighton, are missing, and a search by
neighbors is progresHiug. It is believed
they started in to escape, aud were either
Ruffocated by the heavy smoke or succumb-
ed to tho intense beat and perished.
—Persons who propose to attend the san-
itary convention which is to be held at
Ypsilanti, June 30 and July 1, under .the
auspices of tho State Board of Health, can
obtain certificates that will entitle them to
make the trip nt reduced rotes, from any
point on the Michigan Central Railroad,
and its branches, by addressing the Secre-
tary of the convention, Dr. A. F. Kinne,
Ypsilanti.
1 —Lake Mastassini was at first reported
larger than Lake Superior, then as large as
Huron, next as large ns Lake Michigao.
Now it is said to be larger than Xake Onta-
rio. When the survey is finished it will
probably be found to be about the size of
Lake St. Clair. As Col. Sellers says about
n straight line, yon never know the size of a
lake till the surveyors got through with it.
‘-Free Press.
nuslly; lei/alizlng a ditc h tax in Eaton County.
The Hotb use voted $2 per day extra to Its principal
clerks during the session and $600 to the Chief
Clerks for Indexing tbe journal; $500 was ap-
propriated to the Secretary of the Senate for a
like’ service. All Immediate-effect acts were
ihetordered published for immediate distribution.
Bills were passed for the purchaae of additional
land for tbe State Prison; regulating the man-
ner of counting votes; and amending the gen-
1 eral school laws ao that the primary-school
money shall be paid to districts semi-annually
Instead of annually, as at present
The Anameae Aristocrat.
The upper
_ ... ... modeled their life and maimers as close-
aXuLZrTh^eioor ZSK * ™ t^cof the eamo da.s In Chin.distant thunder. The meteor oppeare
about the size of a Hour barrel. It was
also observed at McKinney, thirty-five miles
distant, where a hissing sound was heard,
greatly alarming some colored people who
were returning from a prayer meeting and
* i m * * causing them to tike to night, shouting that
the day of judgment had come.
MURDERED BI APACHES.
i commendation from
and report, makes mention of this fact. Gen.
McCook himself belonged to a family whith
worst for which a people ever fought, and foe.
which there was not the least pretext. I do not
Five More Victims Added to the Bloody
List.
[Tombstone (Arizona) dispatch.]
C. T. Nightingale, just arrived from Maca-
Bori and Sonora, Mexico, says: Three Amer-
ican minere— Fred Huntington, Peter Me-;
Carton, and Peter Palmer— were killed by
Apaches at a mine May 27. The bodies of
McCnrton and Palmer were found in a
dump box, shot through the head. Hunt-
ington’s body was found at thd bottom of a
shaft Two other med, whose names an
unknown, were killed by the Apaches oa
the Opoto trail about a week previous.
as their circumstances would permit.
They dress much the same, but in silk
of less glossy hue. They never wear
their hair en queue. They either wear
sandals or go barefooted. When they
appear in public it is with a certain
npmber of silk umbrellas or parasols,
sdme before or beside them to indicate
their rank. The number has been con-
siderably abridged since the occupation
of Tonquin by the Chinese. . The ve-
hicle in which they travel is a horselike
palanquin or hammock, covered by an
oval roof, bent down at the sides. The
dignitary always reclines, and ia entire-
ly screened \from the vulgar gaze by
curtains that entirely fill the uncovered
openings. He is attended by a multi-
tude of coolies, who carry, besides the
parasols, his betel-nut box, spittoon,
and any other articles which may be
wanted during the excursion.— Cor. SU
Louis Olobe-DemocraL
Formation of a Press Association.
[Marquette apodal]
A press association of the Upper Pe-
ninsula of Michigan was organized here
yesterday. The association includes three
editors from Wisconsin, and one from On-
tario. The names of the members are given
below: C. 8. Osborn, Florence (Wit.)
Mining News; A. C. Cook, Alex, Suther-
land, Norway (Mich.) Current; R. H.
Shields, Hancock (Mich.) Mining Herald;
P. D. Bissel, St. Ignace Republican; R. P.
Tuten, Iron Mountain (Mich.) Range; J.
H. Wilson, Torch Lake (Mich.) Times; M.
H. Wien, Chippewa County News; C. R.’
Stnart, W. E. Chandler, Chippewa County
Democrat; James Russell, A P. Swine-
ford, Marquette Daily Mining Journal; J.
C. Van Duzer, Escanaba Iron Port; C. M.
Howell, Ontonagon Herald; C. G. Griffin,
Negannee Herald; 8. Kinney, L’Anse Senti-
nel; 8. S. Fill old, Ashland, (Wis.) Press; E.
Biggins, Algomo (Ont.) Pioneer; A. Meade,
Ontonagon Miner; L. B. and F. E. Noyes,
Marinette (Wis.) Eagle; W. E. Clark, Man-
istique Pioneer; ty. O. Fifield, Menominee
Herald; C. G. Cavanaugh, St Ignace News;
twenty-eight members in all
Col. J.#C. Van Duzer, of the Escanaba
Iron Port, os the oldest journalist, was
unanimously chosen President, and James
Russell, of the Marquette Mining Journal,
Secretary. The usual Vice Presidents and
officers were elected. This is the first
meeting of the kind ever held, and
every newspaper of the section
sented. Th, is i __
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WILLIAM H. ROGERS, Editor.
Saiurday, June 20, 1885.
List of letters remaining in the post-
office at Holland, Mich., June 18, 1885:
John J. Backer, L. Eugene Champlain,
Miss Martha De Boer, Beina Merriam,
Fred Seymour, Patrick Rooney.
Wm. Verbekk, P. M.
Patronize the dealer nrho wants your
trade enough to ask for it through your
local paper. You will find by experience
that you can do better with them every
time. The man who asks for your trade
is the man who will deal with you so that
be may retain your patronage when once
you call on him.
Have you friends anywhere in this
wide world that are interested in this lo-
cality, and are anxious to hear what is be-
ing done here? If you have it becomes
your Imperative duty to subscribe for the
News and send it to them. You will save
the price of paper and stamps in a short
time, and every week convey to them
more news than you can possibly write.
Many of our citizens undoubtedly rec-
ollect Rev. L. H. Shumate, who was pas-
ter of the Methodist Church of this city
some five years ago. From a Lake City,
Minn., paper, we learn that he delivered
the Decoration Day address in that place,
which is published in full in the paper.
The address is one of great merit and full
of power, and we judge that Mr. Shumate
delivered it in a masterly manner.
The man who refuses to pay his sub-
scription to a newspaper, it should be
known, can be prosecuted the same as any
thief. United States postal law says:
“The taking of a newspaper and refusal
to pay for the same renders a person liable
to criminal prosecution as a thief, and the
person guilty of the same can be pun-
ished as if he had stolen goods to the
amount of the subscription.”
- -
A renter says: Let me give property
owners and rental agents a pointer. As a
rule, a single change will damage a piece
of property more than a year’s occupancy
by a good tenant. Ask only reasonable
prices, and the best families will remain
as long as they can; ask more than is
right, and they will move just as soon as
possible. It they know the property they
occupy is as good and cheap as can be had
elsewhere, all things considered, they are
not continually looking for a house.
- 
J. A. Latcha, Receiver of the Michigan
& Ohio Railroad, returned from New
York June 16, where he had a conference
with the Directors regarding an extension
of the line so as to tap the pineries of this
State and get a share of the lumber traffic.
The scheme is not a new one, having been
talked of when Mr. Latcha accepted the
Presidency of the Michigan & Ohio. The
matter is now under consideration. A
rumor that Mr. Latcha had resigned the
Receivership, probably grew out ot his
visit to Gotham. The road is not paying
at present and much depends on the
action taken by the directors on Latcha’s
proposition.
— <i»i
Charles Percy, well known in thif
city, and now charged with a criminal ar-
cault upon Mrs. Garber, of Grand Rapids,
accompanied by the jailer, visited his
home last Saturday, to induce Mrs. Percy
to mortgage the farm a lew miles south of
this city, that he might secure legal assis-
tance. But Mrs. Percy Isn’t that kind
of a woman. Upon getting her eyes on
Percy the woman became infuriated, and
with a heavy brush belabored the fellow
until he plead for mercy. She gave him
a thorough drubbing, and when finished,
<lrove him from the house sans hat, sans
mortgage, but with a good sized head up
on his shoulders. Served him right.
De Hollander is “Een Hollandsch
Weekblad, vereebijot iedere Dingsdag*
at Holland, Mich., of which W. Benja-
minse Is "Uitgever en Eigenaar.” Ik
fiWiamfer has commenced its thirty-fifth
year of publication in a very successful
fashion, which fact is announced in a
Very interesting editorial leader in the is-
sue of “Dingsdag Junl 16,” headed “Jaar-
gang XXXV.” The sentiment seems to
be very fine, though we could appreciate
the joke better if the heading were spelled
J-a-r-g-o-n in plain English, for that is
what it seems to mean to us-— and a “jar-
gon" which we can't understand at that.
However, we congratulate the editor on
successfully getting through so many
years of struggle with editorial duties of
so arduous a nature. A man who can till
up a column of “Plaataelijk Nleuws” and
another column of “Kerknieuws," and
, quote the correct “MarktprUzen ,” and
write an appeal to the “Ve«l Belovend.”
and puff patent medicines as “De Goede
Naam van een Anikei” or “De Volgende
President,” and chin the rival editor as
“Een Krankzlnnigen Gesticht,” for thiriy-
five years, and remember all the while to
do it in words so strangely spelled that
even a Yankee who is used to Artemus
Ward and Petroleum Nasby esn't under-
stand them, excites our hearty admi-
ratlon.-Drirvrt Free Prcu. 
It having come to my knowledge that
Uncle Bill would no longer report the say-
ings and doings of the Lake Shore, and
being unwilling that the stirring events of
this vicinity should go down to oblivion
unrecorded, I, the undersigned, will pro-
ceed to inform the readers of tho News
that the Souter family to the number of
thirty-two, with the returns not all in, bad
a picnic at the park a few days ago. . . J.
Van Regenmorter, living about a mile
west of Pine creek, filled two large black
snakes in his barn last week. The largest
measured nearly 6 feet long,... We are
having a sur eit of entertainments at pres-
ent. First the Salvation Army— now I
mention them reverently— then an Ad-
vent has been bolding forth, accompan-
log his harangue, I will not dignify it by
calling U a sermon, by referring to a chart
containing some of the most grotesque
and horrible pictures, that mu&t have
been designed by the author of Dante’s
Inferno. The pictures were intended to
illustrate his subject, if distorting certain
passages of the Scripture could be called
a subject. This same gentlemen met
with rather an unlooked for reception up-
on his arrival in jrourcity. Coming In on
a late train, it seems he was accosted by
the patrol, who from their looks and ac-
tions, he mistook for highwaymen, and
having seen the patrol, we consider the
mistake pardonable, and attempted to es-
cape, when the very vigilant patrol
knocked him down, blacking his eye and
cutting his head in quite a serious man
ner. Had the gentleman had presence of
mind to have unrolled the chart men-
tioned they would have fled horror
stricken.... Tuesday and Wednesday
evenings of this week, Mrs. Boice ot
Grand Rapids, delivered two very inter-
esting lectures on temperance. At the
dose a temperance society was organized
with thirty-one members enrolled. Mrs.
G. W. Rogers is President. The next
meeting of tbe society will be held at the
M. E. Church, on Saturday evening, June
27. Mrs. Boice is a very pleasant and
lorcible speaker, and gave us some solid
facts in regard to the liquor traffic.
“Free Lance.”
Church Items with the Services for
To-morrow.
First Reformed Church, services at
9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday School
3:30. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,
at 7:30. Rev. N. M. Steffens, D. D. will
supply the pulpit. Subjects: Morning,
“God terrible out of His holy places.”
Afternoon, “Christ weeping over Jerusa-
lem.”
Hope Reformed Church— Services at
10:80 a. m., and 7 :80 p. m. Sunday school
at 12 m. Rev. Thomas Walker Jones,
Pastor. Subjects: Morniog, “Is Christ
the Savior?” by Rev. Albert A. Pfanatiehl.
In the evening, Pres. Chas. Scott, D. D.,
will preach tbe annual sermon to the
graduating class of Hope College. Congre-
gational singing. Opening anthems by
the choir. Weekly praise and prayer
meeting Thursday at 7:80 p.m. All are
welcome.
HOLLAND-SAUGATUCK-CHICAGO I
STEAMBOAT LISE /
New and Commodious
CUTTERS MdSLEiaHS. Qtto Breyman
The popular wagon manufacturer
--w r-r-M* —buu ui uiawutci - dealer In 
Prop. A. B. TAYLOR, j. flieman Jewelrv Watches
. R.T. ROGERS. M.K„, HtUUIBb,
DIAMONDS,
Will leave Holland at ip. m., on SUNDAY
TUESDAY and THURSDAY, for Sangatnck and
Chicago. Retnrnlng. will leave O'Connor'a dock,
north end Ruah-et bridge at 8 p. m.
Fare, $2.00.. Round Trip, $3.50.
CHAS. E. BIRD. Clerk.
B. P. HIGGINS,
PHOTOGRAPHER
I have init opened a new gallery In the Flrat
Ward which I nave refurnished and refitted, mak
ing It one of the beat In thia eectlon of the atate.
cop™ AND MIA IHK WORK A SPECIALTY
Come and aee my new Quarters. Eighth street
near the croseing ol Pish.,
Holland, Mich., May 28,1885.
B, P. HIGGINS.
Ifitf
MACKINAC.
Th* JTort Delightful
SUMMER TOUR
Palaoe Steamers. Low Rates.
Tour Tripe per Week Between
DETROIT AND MACKINAC
And Every Week Day Between
DETROIT AND CLEVEUND
Write tor our
11 Picturesque Mackinac,” Illustrated.
Contains Pull Particular*. lUUed Pm.
Detroit & Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.
C. D. Whitcomb, qkn. ran*. Aar..
DETROIT. MICH.
has in slock a number of the
O U T T E3 H/ S
made by the
Northwestern Sleigh Company,
of Milwaukee. These cutters for ease and com
for are superior, while In
Strength and Durability
they beat everything. Tho dash is a* new device
which cannot be broken.
I also have a lot of
Sleighs of Every Description.
on hand which I propose to sell at COST.
FARMERS and OTHERS
SilTimn, Phtiinrt. ui Finer M,
Opto and Silver Watches at Rea-
sonable Prices.
wishing anything in mv line can do no better than
by calling on me. I have a large stock of ready-
made work in
which I will sell at astonishingly low prices In
order to make room for my fall stock.
Call and examine and give me a trial.
J. FLIEMAN,
Holland, Mich. Oct. 23, 1884.
Mortgage Sale.
Default having been made In the conditions of a
i r\f-t rva vsts*** S ^ --- VP __ J a. wv . . .
BUHDPCK DM RimUS.
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9 :30 a. m., and
2 p. m. Sunday School at 3:45 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at7:80.
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sun-
day school at 8:45. Subjects: Morning,
‘‘The aim of law-preachlng to the con-
verted.” Afternoon. “The highway of
God.” Evening, “The head of gold.”
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser-
vices at 9:80 a. m.t 2:00 and 7 p. m.
Rev.E Van der Yrles, of Patterson, N.
J., will preach.
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.
George, Pastor. Services at 1050 a. m..
and 7:80 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
Children’s day, Morning, concert, “Hap-
KLvV(!Lie,VMEve^og’ *°nt resP°D*e8>
save the children, ’
Everybody admires beautiful hair, and
every one msy possess It, by using Ayer's
Hair Vigor.
IMPORTANT.
H hen yon vleit or leave New York City, aeve
^«Sl!5*nt/00,5lflt,ed n,P #t • c0*1 °f <«e million
aoiiere, reduced to one dollar and upwards per day
on European plan. Restaurant supplied with the
K'&SWS,” h0,el
A strictly vegetable
raUon, composed of a choice
and skillful combination of
Nature’s beet remedies. The
discoverer does not claim it a
cure for all the Ills, bnt boldly
warrants It cures every form
of disease arising from a tor-
pid liver. Impure blood, die-
ordered kidneys, and where
there Is a broken down condi-
tion of the System, requiring a
prompt and permanent tonic,
It never fails to restore the
sufferer. Such Is BDHDOCK
BLOOD BITTERS. Sold by all
druggists, who are authorized
by the manufacturers to re-
fund the price ip any pur.
chaser who is not benefit
via iuu n/ui wcuutu uny ui oeu-
timber, A.^D^18T4, in the office of the Register of
Llber No. l, of mortgages, on pages 223 and Wl!
And the said Daniel Vratt having since died tes-
tate, and Daniel Pratt and Charles Pratt, sons of
aald deceased, having been duly appointed tbe ex-
ecutors of hU last will and testament, as well as
being the residuary legatees named in said will,
an antbenticated copy of which said will and the
probate thereof was recorded In the Register’s
office, aforesaid, May ninth, 1885, on which mort-
gage there is claimed to be due at the date hereof,
the amount of five hundred and seventy-nine dol-
lars and eighty cents : Notice Is hereby given that
said mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale at pub-
lic vendue of the mortgaged premises therein de-
scribed, to-wit: All thartract or parcel of land,
situate in tbe Btate of Michigan, in the county of
Ottawa, in said State, and described as follows,
to-wit: all of lot four that lies on the north aide of
tbe Detroit and Milwaukee railroad. In Section t4,
Townahlp eight north of Range 16 weat, and also
that part of the east half of the northeast quarter
of said section which lies sonth of the state road,
containing about Ihirty-flve acres of land; also all
that part of lot number four, south of the Detfott
and Milwaukee railroad, in Section fourteen in
township eight, north of range sixteen west, con-
taining one and a half acres of land. In said county
of Ottawa, at ibo front door of the court house of
said Ottawa county, In the city of Grand Haven,
on the seventeenth day of August, next, at two
o'clock in tbe afternoon, to pav the snm due on
aid mortgage with interest and coats.
Dated May twenty-second, A. D. 1885.
DANIEL PRATT,„ CHARLES PRATT,
Rxeculort and Residuary Legatees as af oresaid.
R. W. Duncan, Attorney.
The largest assortment of
D I A. O 3D !R I 3ST Q- S
ever displayed in this city.
I also keep on hand a large assortment of
SPECTACLES
and a
FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
All the Goods are warranted
to be just as represented.
I am prepared to do repairirg and en
graving promptly and in the best manner
Come and examine our stock. No
trouble to show Goods.
O. BREYMAN.
Holland, Mich., May 13, 1884.
first ward
Drug Store.
R. B. BEST, 31. D. Proper.
Mr. Henry Lubenga a competent pre-
scription clerk, hns charge, and will be
found at all hours, ready to compound
prescriptions in a thoroughly reliable
manner.
their use.
Ited by
nma mmi & co„ Finn,
' BUFFALO, NEW YOBS.
A Safeguard.
HAVING BEEN LICENSED TO DO
PLIIMBIING
in connection with the Holland City Water Works,
we are ready to make
ESTIMATES
for putting in
WA1ER PIPES
for all parties deslihgthe same.
CLOTHING !
CLOTHING!
CLOTHING!
Our Clothing Store is now open.
No. 22 Sonth River Street.
Next to Meyer, Brouwer & Co.
A complete assortment of
mi mu m lows pe&fuhes,
Everytbinr npertainlng to n first-class drug
store will be kept const uolly on hand.
GIVE UTS A 0 A. XL.
R. B. BEST,
Holland, Midi.. Jnue 27. 1884.
HuPpiES
Groateeb inducements ever of-
fend. Now'syour time to setup
orders for oar celebrated Teas
lira'!'8
Gold Bend
Decorated
NOTHING NEW!
bnly that the
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
ZPAIHSTTS
F. Bin D
PROPRIETOR.
Mr. JOHN A. ROOST
is employed as clerk in the store and will
welcome all his old friends and custom-
ers and the public generally.
Call Early aud See Our Stock.
. Holland, Mich., April 22, 1885. 12-8m
Will lit up residences for
Hot and Cold Water!
and put in BATH TUBS, WASH STANDS, Etc.
All klnda of
Cisterns and Drive Wells
pat In and repaired.
Give ua a call.
VAN LANDEGIND 4 KERKHOP,
H)LLAMDfMlch.,Jnne 19, 18».
and lung*, 1* a consideration which should
Impel every prudent person to keep at
handLaa a houaehbld remedy, a botue of
AYER’S CHERRY PECTORAL.
Nothing else give* such immediate relief
and work* so sure a cure In all affections
of this class. That eminent physician.
Prof. F. Sweetxer, of the Maine Medical
School, Brunswick, Me., says :—
"Medical science has produced no other ano-
dyne expectorant so good as Ana’a Court
Pi cto a. l. Ilia invaluable for diseases of the
throat and loop." ,
The same opinion is expressed by the
well-known Dr.L.J. Addison, of Chicago,
III., who says :—
"I have never found, In tblrt/.flve years of
eontinnons etudy and practice of medicine, any
preparation of so treat value aa Ana's Chuby
Pectohal, for treatment of diseases of the
throat and loop. It not only breaks op colds
and cores sever* cough., bnt is more effective
than anything alas in relieving even tbe moat
serious bronchial and pulmonary affections."
AYER’S
Cherry Pectoral
Is not a new, claimant for popular confi-
dence, but a medicine which is to-day
saving the lives of the third generation
who nave come into being since it was
first offered to tho public.
There is not a household in which this
Invaluable remedy has once been In-
troduced where its use has ever been
abandoned, and there is not a person
who has ever given it a proper trial
for any throat or lung disease suscep-
tible of cure, who has not been made
well byit.
AYER’S CHERRY PECTORAL has,
In numberless Instances, cured obstinate
cases of chronic Bronchitis, Laryngitis,
and even acute Pneumonia, and has
saved many patients in the earlier stages
•f Pulmonary Consumption. It is a
medicine that only requires to be taken in
small doses, is pleasant to the taste, and is
needed In every house where there are
children, as there Is nothing so good as
AYEB’S CHERRY PECTORAL for treat-
ment of Croup and Whooping Cough.
These are all plain facts, which can be
verified bv anybody, and should be ro-
Ayer’, Cherry Pectoral,
fbkpabkd by for miking conimcW or farther In-
Dr. J. O. Ay«r * Oo., Low.U, Mu*. ftrm*tlon apply lo Flner’a Btavn Victory.
~ ED. VKR 8CHURE, 8upt.
or to O. Van Putten A Sons’ attre. | 
ate being aold
CHEAPER THAN EVER BEFORE !
We guarantee that a gallon will cover 275
square feet, two coate, and that they are a
SUPERIOR PAINT,
to any in the market.
For information and iilnstrated sample book,
KREMERS & BANOS9
DRUG STORE.
Bollard, Mich., May 18, 1885.
SIFIRHSTO- A3STD
L. & S. VAN DEN BENGE,
have just received a large and very flue assorted line of
Millinery & Fancy Goods.
All are invited to come and see their selected stock.
Holland, Mich., May 6, 1885. * «
ATTENTION
Farmers and
Woodsmen.
We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolts yon can make and deliver tbe year
round, viz:
Oak Stave Belts, 80 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inchea long.
Elm Stave Bolts, 88 inchea long.
Black Aah Stave Bolts, 83 inches Jong.
. ......... hea long
long.
naraAftoD
Plug Tobacco.
Hold by all Grocers and To-
bacco Dealers. Noted for its
excellent chew, delicious flavor
and cheesy cut. This Tobacco
is manufactured of finest leaf,
purest sweetnine ‘‘everybody
chews Nimrod. Send for
samples.
B. W. VENABLE A OO.
PoUnWrt Va
Sold by all Druggists.
.
HOLLAND CIT7 NEWS.
W. H. Rogers, Editor and Publisher.
Term* of Sab* crip Hon.
41.50 per year \f paid in advanf,- $1.75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.
Rates of advertising made known on application.
Yearly advertlaere nave the privilege of three
:**.
Intarf'
i? phi
tceeo
changes
Basi s Garda in City Directory, not over three
lines. S3 er annnm.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths ]
lished without charge for subscribers.
OTAIl advertising bills collectable anarterl
[omcuL.j
Common Ootmoll.
Bollard, Mich., June 16, 1635.
The Common Gonncil met in regular session and
was called to order by the Mayor.
Member* present: Mayor Kanters, Aldermen
Rose, Ter Vree, Burgess, Bangs, De Roo, Boyd
and the Clerk.
Mlnntcs of the last three meetings were read and
approved.
riTtnoas aid accochtb.
J. H. Ntbbellnk petitioned for use of part of tbd'
street in front of lot 2. block 40, for the purpose of
pileing building material.— Granted subject to or-
dinance governing the same.i e 
Messrs. Van Riulte & Kcppel petitioned the
council that, as the council had remitted the water
tax on street sprinklers, as assessed by the Board
of Water Commissioners, said water tax to be paid
seml-auunally In advance, and they having paid
912.50, to the Clerk of the Board ofthe snm of _________
Water Oommisaloners for the first half of the sea-
son, the council reimburse them for the money so
paid by issuing a warrant for the amount on the
general fund payable to Van Raalte A Keppel.—
Referred to the committee on claims and ac-
counts.
The following bills were presented for payment:
Simon Bos, hauling hose cart to fire June 2, 1685.
fl.00; Roelof Astra, repairing and cleaning hose,
8.00: Heber Waish, expense of reception of Sol-
dier's Home and M. & O. R. R. Committee, 22,-
V5; R. Ball, building sidewalks, 4.60: C. Nyland,
service as special police two days, |4.00; J. De
Feyter, service as special police, two days, 64.00
George Frink, one and one-half days, t&00;
Charles Odell, one and one-half days, $3.00: M.
M. Clark, one and one-half days. 83.00; J. H. Nib-
belink, to carting hose to fire at college building,
$1.00; J. R. Nibbelink, to hearse for Mr. Ver
Ysel. $4.00; P. Nagelkerk, service at burial of R.
Looijengoed, $2.00; R. E. Werkman, lumber per
contract, $28.24.— Allowed and warrants ordered
Issued on the city treasurer for the several
amounts.
REPOOTS OP STARDIKO COMMITTEES.
The committee on streets and bridges to whom
was referred the petition of A. Klaveiiuga and
others, for a lamp on Pine street, between Thir-
teenth and Fourteenth streets, reported, that In
their opinion, they doomed the same necessary,
and presented a bill of $13.00, for two lamps and
recommended payment thereof.— Adopted and a
warrant ordered Issued on the city treasurer for
the amonnt.
The committee on claims and accounts to whom
was referred bills of John De Boer and J. Fixter,
reported recommending the payment of
Joseph Filter's bill, $2.50, and asked for turther
time on bill of J. De Boer.— Adopted and warrant
ordered Issued on the city treasurer lor amount of
Joseph Filter's bill.
The Committee on Poor reported presenting the
eoml-monthly report of the Director of the Poor
and said committee, recommending $34.50, for the
support of the poor for the three weeks ending
July 8lh, 1885.-Ad ' *iopted and warrants ordered is-
sued on the city treasurer for the several amo tints.
Message prom the Mayor.
The Mayor presented the following communi-
cation:
Gentlemen of the Common Council:- Although
in a small city each individual, aa well as everyi j
officer, is well acquainted with occurrences of a
special character; It is my duty to call your at-
tention to recent acts of Incendiarism that have
been committed within our corporat* limits. The
series of fires which at first seemed to be only acts
of mlschlevlonsnesB committed by boys has lately
developed into unquestionable acts of incendiar-
ism that point our suspicion towards a fiendish
purpose on the part of the perpetrators. Acting
amder section 4, of Ordinance No. 65, of the city o
Holland, I have appointed such number of special
policeman as the necessity of the case, in m
opinion, seemed to require, and to adopt sue
nedother means aa seem  necessary to protect the
property of tho city and its cltiaens, lor which I
respectfully ask your support.
R. KANTERS, Mayor.
By Aid. Rose.
Resolved, That the council approve of the action
of his Honor, the Mayor, and that he has our
united support In his endeavors to protect our olty
from the depredations of the unlawless, and that
his Honor be authorized to use all lawful means at i 1 1 „ ti
his command to detect the party or parties who %oMqii yellow sorts are very effective in
have been settini fires to our buildings, and when mixed borders. Sweet-williams nave
fhcei awd- Ado^S" t8 them l° the ^  eXlent or 1 1)6611 ffTea^.v improved, and produce
•The Old, Old Flowers.
The author of “Endymiou” put aa
much truth as poetry into his line when
he wrote, “A thing of beauty is a joy
forever.” A dandelion Is none tbe less
beautiful because we have always seen
it and it is too common to be noticed. A
gentleman presented a bouquet to a
lady, in which was one Rower that
struck her as so exquisite that sue ex-
hausted all her superlatives in its
praise.
“Do tell mo the name of it," she said.
“It is a potato blossom," replied the
donor.
Beal beauty is above the laws of
fashion, and outlives fashion; so that if
it becomes “unfashionable" by a whim
of human taste or fancy, it can afford
to wait till its turn comes again. A
flower (of whatever kind) is a piece of
perfection, and nature never changes
its pattern for the fickle favor of men
and women.
The revived popularity 'of the old-
time “flowers" is a curious illustration
of both the changeableness of taste and
the permanence of beauty. A writer
in the Lancaster (Pa.) Intelligencer
says:
“On many sides I see evidences that
the old-fashioned flowers are coining
into fresh favor. A bright lady writer
gives it as her experience and observa-
tion that there is a decided tendency to
again use in gardens the flowers of our
great-grandmothers’ gardens, such as
the peonies, poppies, hollyhocks, sweet-
williams, clove pinks, yellow lilies,
columbines, bluebells, fleur-de-lis,
mouk’s-hood, phloxes, lychnis, sweet
sultan, and the like.
“They are not only for the most part
beautiful in color and form, but a great
advantage of their cultivation is that
when once planted they will delight
the senses for years, if a little attention
is only given to them in the spring by
digging about the roots and applying a
plentiful supply of rich compost, and
dividing the roots in the autumn if too
crowded. 1 hey bloom at a season when
flowers are most welcome.
“To make an old-fashioned garden,
there should be beds of Easter lilies,
mingled with clumps of spider lilies
and borders of sweet-williams and
columbines of every hue, intermixed
with circles of such annuals as mignon-
?tte and sweet alvssum, edged with
bluebells or lady’s-breath.
“Long bods are made of tulips of all
colors, single and double, and clumps
of peonies, phloxes, clove pinks, pop-
pies, and garden pinks, with a back-
ground of hollyhocks and monk’s-
hood. Tho martagon lilies, Easter
lilies, yellow lilies, and the iris, with
its pure o^'m^on tails, succeeded the
tulips, and the-’ the June roses, which
in these days of rose-gardens would not
he tho :ght very beautiful, but at that
time were a glory.
“Fifty kinds of garden roses were
planted there, besides climbers and
hnshroses, and various kinds of month-
ly tea and u ohuksia, whose cluster! of
buff flowers were exquisitely beautiful.
Of course these delicate roses were
housed in the cellar dur.ng the winter,
but they added great beauty to the old
garden in tho summer.
“Campanulas, foxgloves, pyrethrums,
and larkspurs also grew in abundance,
and cut Lowers always tilled dishes in
the sitting-room and parlor. The
blood-red, dark crimson, and dwarf
To Rent or For Sale.
The property now owned and occupied
by H. Koenigaburg, as a boarding house,
can be purchased at a reasonable figure,
or the property will be leased to a good
tenant on good terms.
H. Koeniosburg.
Holland, Mich., June 4, 1885. 18-St
THAT HACKING COUGH can be so quickly
cured by hhlloh’s Cure. We guarantee it.
WILL YOU BUFFER with Dyspepsia and Liver
Complaint! Shlloh'i Vltalizer la guaranteed to
cure you. For sale by Yatee A Kane.
Kremers & Bangs have a full stock of
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, paint and white-
wash brushes, which they are selling at
low figures for cash.
Leave your ice orders with
R. Kanters & Sons.
A fine line of Blank Books lust re
celved. Call and see. Yates & Kane.
bat vi
Conetipatlon, Loss of Appetite, Dizziness and all
symptoma of Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 76 cents
per bottle A
CROUP, WHOOPING COUGH and Bronchitis
immediately relieved by Bblloh'a Cure. For sale
by Yates A Kane
For fresh herbs and pure drugs go to
the Central Drug store.
Croquet sets, Base Ball goods and
Fishing Tackle. Call and see.
YATES & KANE.
FOR LAME BACK. Side or chest use BhUoh's
Porus Plaster. Price 25 cents.
SHILOH'S COUGH and Consumption Cure is
sold by us on a guarantee. It cures consumption.
For sale at Yates A Kane.
Fresh, pure Drugs cons’ antly receiving.
YATES & KANE.
BOOTS AND SHOES.
We have just received a large new stock
of Boots and Shoes and Slippers for
spring and summer trade. The (dock ii
complete and embraces the latest styles of
Ladies’ and Gents’ bboes, which are sold
at reasonable prices. We sell
Fargo's Boots and Fin# Ladles Shoes.
L. 8PRIET8MA & SON,
Holland, March 19, 1885. 7-ly
BLEEPLESS NIGHTB. made miserable by that
terrible cough. Bblloh'a Cure ia the remedy for
you.
CATARRH CURED, health and aweet breath
secured by Bhiloh’a Catarrh Remedy. Price 50
cent*. Nasal Injector Dee. For aale by Yates A
Kane.
COMMUNICATIONS FROM CITY OmCBRI.
Justice 8. Den Uyl reported the number of cases
tried before him for violation of the penal laws of
the ata’e, and receipt of the city treasurer for three
flowers of large size and great richness
Df coloring.’’
dollars flue moneys collected.— Approved.
i daparuneThe Obiet Engineer of the fire e tm nt repor-
ted that the number of Area bavins occurred be-
tween the 17th day of January, 1885, and June 9th
1885. were twelve.-Losa aa far aa ascertained
$1,395.00; Insured for $500; also reported that the
department wanted more hose and recommended
the purchase of 700 to 1000 feet, and stated that H
would be a good plan to have a hydrant placed on
•tbe east side of the railroad track in a line with
Tenth or Twelfth streets, also recommended that
a reward be offered for the arreatand conviction
of the persona guilty of Incendiarism.— Approved,
and that part relating to hose referred to the
committee on fire department, and that part rela-
ting to hydrant referred to tbe board of Water
Commissioner*.
The following bllla having been approved of, by
the Board of Water Commissioners were presented
for payment, via: Leonard A Ellla, lOgal. Valvo-
An Adroit Escape.
The Marquis de M - was giving a
Sail Roads.
Chicago and West Michigan Railway.
Taking Effect Sunday, May Ms 1885.
From Holland
.to Chicago.
From Chicago
to Hollaud.
Nl’t
Exp. Exp. Uail TOWNS. Mall.Exp
Nl't
Exp.
p.m. p.m. a.m. pm. p.m. a.m.
9*33 1 25 10 25 3 25 9 53 •140
10 16 ..... 10 42 East baugatuck
New Klchmoud
8 10 4 19
10 30 r tv 10 52 8 U0 4 09
11 27 225 11 37 ..Gd. Junction. 2 25 8 52 3 17
11 50 240 11 55 ..... Bangor .....
.Benton Harbor.
2 01 8 40 255
1 15 3 a 1 30 12 42 7 52 1 <3
1 » 3 35 1 40 ...8t. Jo«enh...12 35 7 45 1 25
2 40 4 15 2 50 ..New Buffalo..11 85 6 65 12 10
600 7 10 7 10 ....Chicago... . 9 00 4 00 9 30
a.m. p.m. p.m. a.m. p.m. p.m.
IWTiiililMBHIWBMIll TTanfl RtW
I. B. BOSMH. Proprietor. '
Brands admUMd at abaolntely par*OONTAXPr
THI TEST I
Pise* n can top down on a hot stove until heated, the*
rsiuov* the cov«r and smell, a chemist will not h* r»
quired to detect the prosenoe of ammonia.
DOES NOT CONTAIN AMMONIA.
ns MEALTHnua* HA* NEVER am ociarroro.
In a minion home* for a quarter of a century II has
stood the consumers' reliable test,
THE TESTJFJHE OVEI.
PRICE BAKING POWDER CO.,
Dr. Piice's SpafflaTorin Eitracts,
n*elwseet,m*e>4d»sl*eeee4e*«waiaw*cha*CT,eel
Dr. Fries’s Lupulln Yeast Demi
For Light, Healthy Bread, The Best Dry Hop
Yeast lu the World.
FOR SALE BY GROCERS.
CHICAGO. • ST. LOUIS.
iostPRICQ
D
omcT
ytmu
UMCA
SPECIAL
EXTRACTS
MOST PERFECT MADE
PRICE BAKING POWDER CO.,CHICAGO; ST. LOU»
3V !
BULY'S TONSORIAL PARLORS
yoa can get a
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
From Hollsnd to
Grand Rapids.
From Ud. Haptds
to Hollaud.
p. m p.m. a. m. a.m. p.m p.m..
9 53 8 25 4 45 ... .Holland.... 10 15 1 28 9 35
8 36 4 56 .. ..Zeeland.... 10 02 9 24
8 55 5 13 ...Hudsonvllie: 9 45 9 05
4 C7 5 27 ...Grandvllle .. 9 32 8 53
10 45 4 25 545 ..Grand Rapids. 9 15 12 85 •8 35
p.m. p.m. a. m. a.m. p. m. p.m-
A Good Clean Shaye.!
A Scientific Haircut or
m
I have opened a Second Hand Store and will buy
and eel! all second heuff article*, inch at
FURNITURE.
STOVES.
ETC. ETC. ETC.
I have some very fine goods on hand now which
‘low figure*. Whenwill be told at astonishingly lot
you desire a new lot of furniture or a ttove give
thatme a call and see If I have not got eomethlng
you want and I will ,
SAVE YOU MONEY!
hoy. My *tore la on EIGHTH STREET
AR THE CORNER OF FI8U STREET.
I am alio manufacturing
and have a large airortment now on band. Call
and maket  your purchases of me and
MAKE MONEY \
ITollard. Mich., May 14, 1685.
A. B. B OSMAN,
APrathWoMn'sSectf
) Fear of dUcoveryrwheii the' reaorta to
false hair and dyes, ia a source of con-
stant anxiety to her. The very persona
from whom she most desires to hide the
waning of her charms an tbe ones most
likely to make the discovery. But then
Is no reason why the should not regain
and retain all the beautjr of hair that was
her pride In youth. Let her use Atxr’8
Hair Vigor, and, not only will her hair
cease to fall out, but a new growth will
appear where tho scalp ha been denuded;
and locks that an turning gray, or have
actually grown white, will return to theirin
pristine freshness and brilliance of color.
Aykb’s Hair Vigor cures'
Hereditary Bakfneee.
George Mayer, Ftafonfa, Texas, was
an of age, as his auceston
1 geneyatlor
bottle of Hair Vigor started a g
bald at 38 yean
had been for several yns. One
aoft, downy hair all over
•oon became thick, long, and vigorous.
rowth of |
his scalp, which
Ayer’s Hair Vigor
Is not a dye, but, by healthftr! stimulation
of the roots and color glands, speedily
restores to its original color hair that is
Turning Cray.
 Mm. Catherine Deamer, Point of
Rocks, Md., had her hair suddenly.Ro ** u n
blanched by fright, during the late civil
war. Ayer’s Hair Vigor restored it
to Its natural color, and made it softer,
glossier, and more abundant than it had
been before.
Invigorating Shampoo.
at any time.
HA1RDKESSING A SPECIALTY.
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
grand party at his hotel in the Fau-
bourg St Germain. An additional
staff of cooks and waiters had been
engaged for the occasion. A clever
thief contrived to gain admission,
dressed in the garb of a cook, and, at
a moment when he was unobserved,
purloined a large quantity of plate,
which he secreted about his person.
Before he got clear of the premises,
however, the theft was discovered and
an alarm was raised, the hall porter re-
From Holli
Munkef
indto
ton.
From Muskegon
to Holland.
p.m.
8 25
8 45
a. m.
10 20
10 40
a. m.
•5 30
5 57
....Holland. ...
...Weal Olive...
p.m.
1 15
p m.
8 05
2 38
p.m.
9 40
9 17
3 53 10 48 6 07 3 60 9 07
4 10
4 16
4 51
p.m.
11 05
11 13
11 55
a.m.
6 30
640
7 SO
a. m.
..Grand Haven.
:::IS2SS:::
12 28
IS 2?
11 55
a.m.
2 10
200
1 20
p.m.
8 50
840
•SOI
p.m.
ALLEGAN BRANCH.
From Holland to From Allegtn toAllegan. Holland.
lino and i can, $9.50; E. Nionhnis, 61 ceiving orders to allow no one to quitt? the house. Suddenly somebody came
Werkman, freight onj)ii. 25 eta.; c. AW M.R'y running down stairs four steps at a
“d •t0S‘in« to the concierge:
coal department » torn coal, $67.00: Galvin Braaa “Quick, open the doorl Nobody IS
A Iron works, one 4 Inch gate. $10.00.— Allowed | allowed to go out ; there’s a thief inicnnEi
and warrant* ordered issued on the city treasurer
for the several amounts.
Council adjourned to Tuesday 7:30 p. m.
GEO.H.8IPP, City Clerk.
Grand Haven will now have a tanning
company with a capital stock of $60,000.
The conference that has been going on the
past few weeks between Fred Metz and
allowed
the house."
to fetch the
the door, an
other than the thief, got off.
° ^
“Just so; and I’m
police.” The porter open
d the man, who was none
going
ipened
Bucklen’a Arnica Salve.
The best salve in tbe world for Cuts,
George Ballard, practical tanners, ot Hoi- 1 Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, 8§U Rheum, Fever
land, and the Improvement Association Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
has resulted In a company being formed Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positive*
with the following stocklolders : Meiz My cures Piles, or no pay required. Ills
and Ballard, $80,000; Webster Bachelor, guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction, or
$3,000; H. W. Bushwell, $8,000; D. Cut- money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
ler, $1,000; H. T. Armstead, $1,000; J. I For sale by H. Walsh.
Kennedy, $1,000; T. W. Kirby, $1,000;
Sarah Savldge, $1,000; Paff, Roseboom &
Co., $500. Simon Juistema, $500; Her-
man Lnhm, $500; J. Vaupell, $2,000; N.
L. Beaudry, $200; C. J. Reilly, $200; J.
O’Connell, $200.— Mwi- Journal.
special Notice*.
Thousands Bay So
Mr. T. W. Atkins. Girard, Kan., writes:
.'*•1 never hesitate to recommend your
Electric Bitters to my cuatomera, they
give entire attlafaction and are rapid aell- 1 celved
era.” Electric Bitters are the purest and
beat medicine known and will positively
cure Kldndy and Liver complaints. Pur-
ify tbe blood and regulate the bowels.
For Sale.
A Foundry and Finishing shop Cheap
on reasonable terms. Inquire of
W. H. Demming,
Holland, March, 5, 1885. 5-8m
a.m.
325
. . . a.m
13 15 .... Holland .....
p.m.
5 15
a. nij
10 15
340 10 30 ....Fillmore.... 5 00 9 50
8 52 10 42 ...Hamilton.... 4 48 9 42
4 01 10 53 ....Dunning.... 439 9
420
- • * 11 15 ..... Allegan ..... 420 9 lb
P.m, ..... a.m. p.m. a. m.|
* Run* daily: *11 other train* dally txcept Bun-
Passenger train leaves Holland at 5.15 p. m. ar-
riving In Grand Rapids at 6.15 p. tn.; also train
leaves Mnskegon at 8.15 a. m. arriving at Holland
at 10 a. tn. ; also train leaves Holland at 5.25- p. m.
arriving at Muskegon at 7.17 p. m.
day. All trains ran by central standard time.
Mixed trains leave Bolland, going north, at 6:30
o.m., arriving at Grand Raplda at 8:30 sum.; and
at 10:10 p, m., arriving at Mnskegon at 1!M0 a. m.
also mixed train leaves Holland, going south at
5:00 a. m.
Tickets to all points in the United States and
Canada.
J. H. CARPENTER. Gen. Poes. Agt.
F. G. CHURCHILL. Station Ageut.
Ladles hair cleaned ard dressed in the latest
fashion.
FIRST-CLASS TOILET WATER FOR SALE !
Holland, Mleh.
W. BAUMOARTEL.
March 19. 1685.
COME AND SEE!
MORE THAN
SIX THOUSAND
ROLLS OF
WALL PAPER.
GOLD, SATIN & CHEAPER KINDS.
VERY FINE BORDERS !
Scalp Diseases
Which cause dryness, brittleness, and fall-
ing of the hair, dandruff. Itching, and
annoving sores, are all quickly cured by
Ayer’s IIair Vigor. It cured Herbert
Boyd, Minneapolis, Minn., ot Intoler-
able Itching of the Scalp { J. N. Car-
ter, Jr., Occoguan, V** of Scald
Head: Mm. D.V. 8. Lovelace, Lone- ,
inaL It
pldity ot the roota of the hair, which, If
neglected, may result In Iheurahle bald-
ness, is readily cured by Ateb’s Hair
Vigor. As
A Toilet Luxury
Ayer’s Hair Vigor bar no eqo
Is colorless, cleanly, dslightfull]
fumed, and has the effect ot
hair soft, pliant, and glossy.
Ayer’s Hair Vigor, a
PREPARED- BT
Dr. J. G. Ayer & OaktLeirell»l
Sold by all Druggists..
itruiiy per-
maklng the
SHINGLES!
We manufacture all grade* of ihlngL
•el! them as cheap a* any dealer. Call
atthe Plngger Mills or call on T. Ke
buying elsewhere.
,es and will
aid see us
ppel before
Ceiling Decorations Finer
than Ever Before.
Michigan and Ohio Railroad.
Taking effect Jan. 18, 1885.
An immense stock of stationery just re-ived. YATE8&KANE.
coma wist. Cntrsl Thai Q0QJ0 EAST.
Pass. Mix'd] Pass.TOWNS Pass. Pass.| Mix.
a. m. p. ra. a. m. p. m.
10 10 5 45 L Toledo A 11 10 5 10
11 0* 6 40 . Dundee.. 10 10 4 15
11 21 7 04 ..Britton .. 9 46 8 52
11 19
11 39
709
7 l»
942
9 32
3 47
3 87
11 55 7 3>> ...Tipton... 9 17 8 22
12 08 7 45 ... Ousted.. 905 808
12 30 8 09 ..Addison.. 8 43 2 45
12 48 8 15 .. Jerome.. 8 26 228
12 55 8 32 ..Moscow.. 820 2 21
1 06 842 ..Hanover.. 809 2 10
1 17 a. m. 8 53 ..Pulaski. 7 59 1 59 P-m
1 38 620 9 15 ...Homsr .. 7 87 1 38 800
2 05 6 47 9 44 ..Marshall . 7 11 1 12 7 33
2 17 6 59 9 57 ...Ceresco.. 6 59 10J 7 21
236 7 17 10 15 .Battle Crik 640 12 42 7 03
256
304
7 V
7 45
12*2
It 15
648
685
8 10 7 52 ..Richland ’.2 09 429
3 45 8 24 Montlsth. 11 30 555
8 53 8 83 ....Fisk... 11 *7 5 «7
3 59 8 39 ..Kellogg. 11 21 5 S7
4 10 9 50 A Allegsn L 11 10 5 25
p. m. p. m. a. m. a.m.
Notice.
Notice It hereby given that the Board
of Education of tbe Public Schools of
City of Holland *“
until July fitb, l
>r of
Tmlm
At Toledo, with all railroads diverging. At Dun-
dee, with T A. A. A O. T. At Britton, with Wah-
Nit uiiEuiiou Mi!
Enutli ui lignin Cupiti,
as good tod cheap as In Grand Rapids.
Marble and Wood Top Bedroom
Suits-
PLUSH AND OTHER
PARLOR SUITES.
R/ATTAU,
FLUSH,
and other varieties of
We also have a larre quantity ot Pine and Ash
SUMMER WOOD!
Try n load.
J. VAN PUTTEN A CO.
Holland. Mleh.. April ». 1863. 13-Sm.
Spring Opening !
6. Van Man & Sons,
FOR BARGAINS IN DRY GOODS,
FOR BARGAINS IN GINGHAMS,
FOR BARGAINS IN COTTONS,
FOR BARGAINS IN HOSIERY.
FOR BARGAINS IN HATS.
FOR BARGAINS IN GROCERIES
and for oil goods kept In a
The best makes of
Organs and Sewing Machines !
ash, St. Louis K Pacific.
Shore 4 Mich. Southern.
fit M- 8
Janitor •
.a bottle by H. Walsh.
.
Etc*, Etc* where yon con boy the best
Our motto la
Good Hoods &‘Sinall Profits.
General Store!
patronage be-
1
;>’.s
Mi
__
f. -Xi
:**r\ yAr ' ..-V; •/•>.;- v •> v rS'i .
FIND TOUR LEVEL. in every woraan’i nature.
If you ca’in’ot bo a llghthouBo be at least a
tailnw dip;
You cui b • ft valiant soldier though you may
ception to the general rule.
After much careful thought, a great
.»U .uv ------- ---- --- ---- ,,p»nT «a»nre., and frequent correc-
no. bo « host. tiona, then Bcrupulous copying, she
You can wntc.i a sinale headland If you can* flnaHy perused with a satisfied air, the
n'tt innird a const: ,r r. . ... «. . _ _
There is everything that’s noble In the wisdom I result of her literary efforts. Then a
and the grno 1 polite little note was addressed to the
°f tUSeB CVery dUtJr’ whatJ500ver 1)0 your editor of a prominent city paper, a man
burdened with a vast accumulation of
If you spencUhe day In pining and in staring miscellaneous reading matter subjected
You will find that you are blinded long boforo to his inspection, yet a man keenly ap-
tho oay is done. ^ A . preciative of anything humorous, often-
Bsttewhero,w0itciiS».° mp0t that 8 8af° times gratefully hailing whatever would
Than attempt an e ode’s soarings when you cause a smile in the midst of his ab-
lackiho englo’s wings. eorbim? duties.
Thiro nro si mo at swift as swallows, there are ° . ... .....
ethers who must oreep, Susie was about to seal the little
And you never saw a turtle try to take n pac]te^ -when she suddenly remembered
tigers cap. that her friend who had the literary
If you cannot bo aPalxhan with Its thundor- gjjter had said that there must always
be stamps inclosed, or unavailable
mauusoript would not b^ returned to
xvu — X)iuk had gone fishing; so
ous report,
Be content to carry powder in a corner of thefort; . . . - »
If you cannot rule an army with a great com-
You can fire a common musket in obedience leaving the envelope still open upon
tohisw.ii; , . .. the table in her room, she went hastily
ho^cr^'rtf C0mp“ I’' |ont, ratending to return immediately,
But each rivet and sail-fibre holds a portion but meeting a friend on her way back
of its fate.
Never try to hold A bushel if designed to
from the postoffice, she stood and chat-
ted for a while.
bold apeck, But Dick had not gone fishing, hav-
0r “LTtt *5Sfi rt™" mg been confined to the house for the
Never try to race with dolphins If you cannot entire holiday aiternoon in consequence
Never spread a grain of butter over fifty with kerosene oiL
Or attemnVlita'^nnj trumpet, to awaken But he was not a bit vindictive, only
up the dead. went prowling around the house witn
$ot every structure builded is a Pyramid to piece of roguery might greet his 1~
Not every niece of muslo is an anthem or a lighted vision.
Mb. Editor:— I ain’t In stamp* ;o-day, for a
great wonder, fo cant 1< rrurd any in ease this
gits back, but there alnt a shadder o’ acteMO®
that a new sp ipor chap with a head Onto fcto
shoulders would think o’ r. jectin’ such a pro-
duchon nnd such n parridy as 1 erelntobofoio
contained. Bcrumphously yoi:r»,
ItICIIAHD,
More commonly known as Thnt Dick-
Webs ter.
It made no difference that the sealed
envelope contained JG, half for herself
and half /or Dick, Susie was not to bo
comforted ; and Mr. Webster deolared
the time had come when Dick must be
sent from home for a few months to
some school where he would be obliged
to behave himself properly; and doubt-
less he would have been obliged to go,
only that his over mental exertion, or it
might be stolen tarts, or ^ome other
unexplained cause, brought on a fit of
sickness, which somehow bad a subdu-
ing effect, and made Susie vdry forgiv-
ing toward her frail little brother,
and after his recovery he seemed to re-
member how kind every one had been,
for there was a manifest effort on his
part to comfort rather than teast—
Burlington Hawkeye.
ighted ____ __
Happening to pass Susie’s room, he
Not every growing sapling that is pine or lofty 8pje(i a fat looking envelope on the
Yet every mossy atom has its own peculiar I table. In a moment it was iu his re
11Befuln08,, orbekuty ,n racing ove^the^ n^ly bitten ^fne^1 6ltaplaoe- “Oh pepper and ginger!" he
These truths are old and hoary, yet wo need chuckled, “if only Sue’ll stay away a
"To reconcile our longings to the limits of our few minutes I’ll write a supplement toway; , , . . , this perductiou of her’s, that’ll boomer
intent0 phll0J°phcr 11 h0 wholearnBlum both through like Jerusalem
Though quartered in a palace orbutsheltered crickets!"
“ ™“ — /KR f
Nor vex itee.f In criticising God’s eternal he wrote in a queer, scrawling hand forplan* several minutes, and then with a satis-
Thc secret of the Journey is to know and boar fied grin he folded and adroitly con-
Accepting wha 1 is given you with the pat'enco Susie returned soon after, placed
The tao’iK'fcr 1. purpow and tho cour- «ome .tamp, in the envelope without
age for 1(8 tasks? t again disturbing its contents, and at
Content Jostrugfie bravely and with honor OpC0 went out tmd posted the pre-
Whether called to lead or follow on the battle- cions missive.
fields of life. | And the editor had to call in an ex-
pert from the manager’s department to
10 leaca I help decipher the curious supplement,
The vanity of grasping for the things beyond and Vft8 ohiig0a to copy all the boy
Of wuting^modost talent In ambition’s useless had written on the reverse side of the
fret, ^  a , paper, not knowing any better than to
T° regret.Ut b,tt6r ^  Ure 118 8 ° r6’ U8e both sides ; but when at last it was
Oo, study what Is In thee, and to be a noble all straightened out, he decided to pub-
-r “i"’. ^  in *Ko nwont lish the entire communication, as a partKnow first: then do thy duty in the Great Kim Rn K«
Et«rnai’sUplanrU ‘u/ *“ I of it had brightened him up so, he
thought possibly it might entertain
60 ,hS^tfflc<55£?tme,,t “n<1 00nt0',t- »ome of their reader. al,o. .
A life < n Jowed with blessings aud a spirit As a result, three or four copies of
* ^ _ __ ___ 1,0., wo the next Saturday’s issue reached
AflewUhvride“pSe“ llni1 01 h0ura I Susie, who eagerly tore open the wraper
Of Je iIoubIcs, heartburnings that so many with delicious tremors of delight and
'when1dS^‘Iho"Ihdi>rino. or peasant, UiB I curiosity, not .topping at first to open— ^ W --- A* « * »
vuuupu vu.a vuv, o..uu.« , an envelope directed to herself in type-
“He knew his plooe and purpose, and per- writing, which accompanied the larger
formed each duty well.” . ™ renough that they should tell,
— Edgar Jones, in the Current.
Dick’s Supplement.
package.
For a few moments her eyes flew ner-
vously over the well remembered words,
then her whole expression changed, as
doubtedly be accepted. i ^ eflrs
At school she b ad generally been con- mu*The first part of the article was as
MOONLIGHT MU8IK0 8.
Bv Mist Susie A. Webster.
fidered a fair composition writer, and .
Susie’s imagination had been consider- 1
ably inflated by hearing what excellenti maieatio old ocean. It was slumbering
oalm repore, while murmuring rivu
r rrfi the shore inaw^
am T\tnb olnratra /«*11a nr/MlMn’f rtSV a entranCO the 660868.^ I Sad memories presented themselves
^rv’nf^nnin^nrTftmn and filled mJ mind in dread and dreary
fa that ofaoure Tittle .heot^a. com- wdh“XT
parid with finding it in on. of ^ ^^t ^ '
crowded columns of a promment city uu ^ ,
^BuUherVwas jnst one consideration And I concluded that the only re-
which from tjie ouUot must be care- 1 B0^ left the way-worn traveler in
Dainty Dishes.
A very pretty and inexpensive party
dish is this : Procure a dozen penny
sponge cakes, of the ordinary oblong
brick shape, and cover the tops with
the following mixture, coating half the
quantity with white and half with .pink
icing; a little saved from that used for
the center cake will do. Whisk a
packet of Nek on’s Albumen with three
teaspoonfuls of cold water to a strong
frotn, mix in eight onnees of pounded
loaf sugar, a teaspoonful of powdered
chocolate; flavor with vanilla and cover
the sponge cakes with it, about half an
inch thick. Do not put it too near the
edge, as it is liable to spread. Bake
for ten minutes; watch it well as it re-
quires quick baking, bnt not too hot an
oven. Then, when the chocolate is
cold, cover half the cakes with white
icing and half with pink, arrange on a
cake paper.
For an invalid’s breakfast it is re-
commended that the yolk of an egg
should be carefully beaten up in a cup,
removing every particle of while. Fill
up with tea and add some clotted cream.
The whites that are not used in the tea
may always be employed as a whip for
pies or puddings. The bread may be
varied with milk rolls, crescents,
zweiback or other tempting looking
fancy bread. Puddings may be made
of prepared barley, prepared tapioca, or
plain tapioca, well soaked before boil-
ing, with an egg added. A change can
be made in light puddings by mixing
np some stewed fruit with the pudding
before baking. Bread crumbs, from
stale bread make a nice light pudding,
and a tiny custard boiled in a very small
basin or cup, turns out nicely, and'is
enough for one person.
An English authority on cooking
gives the following as the proper way
of boiling eggs: Put the eggs in a
saucepan, cover them with boiling water
and let them stand for about ten min-
utes where the water will keep hot, but
not boiling. The proper temperature
will be 180 degree. When they are
opened the whites will be of a soft,
jelly-like consistency, and the yolk soft,
but not liquid. It will, in fact, be uni-
formly cooked, no part of the white
appearing raw, os is ordinarily the case
in soft-boiled eggs, but all soft and
tender, and yet coagulated.
The following recipe is from the note-
book of a famous Virginia housekeeper :
Three pounds of sugar ; three pounds
oi butter; a little over three pounds of
flour; twenty*-four eggs; six pounds of
currants; two pounds of raisins,
chopped fine ; one pound of citron ; one
poufid of sweet almonds, blanched and
cut thin: one pound of lemon peel; one
pound of orange peel; quarter ounce
mace; quarter onnee of nutmeg; a cup
of fruit syrup. It will take four hours
to bake in a moderate oven. Frost with
almond icing.
How tho Casters Passed their Honeymoon. ,
We had no sooner reached Washing-
ton on onr wedding journey than tele-
grams came, following one another in
quick succession, asking him to give np
the rest of his leave of absence and
hasten without an hour’s delay to the
ffont. I begged so hard not to be left
behind that I finally prevailed. The
result was that I found myself in a few
honrs on the extreme wing of the army
of the Potomac, in an isolated Virginia
farm-house, finishing my honeymoon
alone. I had so besought him to allow
mo to como that I did not dare to own
to myself the desolation and fright I
felt. In the preparation of the hurried
raid 'which my husband had been or-
dered to make he had sent to cavalry
headquarters to provide for my safety,
aud troops were in reality near, al-
though X could not see them.
The General’s old co’oied servant,
Eliza, comforted me, and the Southern
family in the house took pity upon my
anxiety. It was a sudden plunge into
a life of viscissitudes and dangbr, and
I hardly remember tho time during the
twe.’ve years that followed when I was
not in fear of some immediate peril, or
in dread of somo danger that threatened.
After the raid was ended we spent some
.delightful weeks together, and when
the regular spring campaign began I
returned to Washington, where I re-
mained until the surrender and tho
close of the war.
After that we went to Texas for a
a year, my husband still acting us Ma-
jor-General in command of volunteers.
In I860 we returned to Michigan, and
the autumn of the same year found ns
in Kansas, where the General assumed
charge of the 7th (regular) cavalry, to
which he had been assigned with the
rank of Lieutenant-Colonel in the re-
gular army. We remained in Kansas
five years, during which time I was the
only officers wife who always followed
the regiment We were, then ordered
with the regiment to Kentucky. After
being stationed in Elizabethtown two
vears, we went to Dakota in the spring
of 1873.
On Sunday afternoon, the 25th of
June, onr little group of sadden wo-
men, borne down with the common
weight of anxiety, sought solace in
gathering together in onr house. We
tried to find some slight surcease from
trouble in the old hymns; some of them
dated back to onr childhood days, when
onr mothers rocked ns to sleep to their
soothing strains. I remember the grief
with which one fair young wife threw
herself on the carpet and pillowed her
head-on the lap of a tender friend. An-
other sat dejected, at the piano, and
struck soft cords that melted into the
notes of the voices. All were absorbed
in the same thoughts, and their eyes
were filled with faraway visions of
longings. Indescribable yearning for
the absent, and untold terror for their
safety, engrossed each heart. The
words of the hymn.
Eventbonnh a cross it be,
Nearer, iny God, to 1 bee,
came forth with almost a sob from every
throat. At that very hour the fears
that onr tortured minds had portrayed
in imagination were realities, and the
souls of those we thought upon were
ascending to meet their Maker. From
that time the life went out of the hearts
of the “women who weep,” and God
asked them to walk on alone and in
the shadow. -From Mrs. Qmter’s
Book, ilBoois and Saddles."
PITH AND POINT.
When a man has his watch stolen, it
is a sign that he’s not a watch in and
there should be a watch oat.— Chicago
Sun.
A Florida judge descended from the
bench nnd whipped a lawyer. An able
man. He should be elected Governor
of the State.— ifrAransato Traveler. ^
There is said to be no carteinty
about the fishing in Labrador. Tto
does not differ materially from the fish-
ing anywhere else— Lowell Courier.
Did you ever notice tho cold thrill of
horror that runs through a social party
when a would-be funny man gets up to
cripple a comio song?— Faff lliver Ad-
vance.
A stranger in the city who was walk-
ing down the street with me the other
day remarked in surprise upon the
number of pretty women there ore in
Lowell— Lou’eff Bell.
fnllv remembered.
No matter when she wrote, or what
•he wrote, Dick— “that Dick,” as every
this mournful world, is to bury the past
with its haunting memories, and myste-
ries of pain, and live patiently on with
body called him, mast not suspect her | fortitude we may, until kindly
intentions on any account “Oh, not | earth, as we fondly call
for the world 1” sue said to herself, as
the dreadful possibility of inch a mis-
fortune occurred to her.
For Dick was a most incorrigible
tease and torment It made no sort of
difference that he bad been exhorted,
-reproved, and punished repeatedly for
-the aggravating propensity; his grand-
ma once remarked after the pitying
manner of grandmas, that it seemed to
t>e in the wrap and woof of his poor,
dear little nature to try people, while
the less sympathizing and considerate
cook hotly declared :
“Faith, an* I belave it’s the mate and
dhrink o’ the little limb to be a pester-
in’ o’ some one— I do that!’’ ^
It seems strange that so much mis-
chief could be bound up in snob a lit-
tle body, bnt Dick, after all, was only
10 years old, and rather frail at that, so
considerable allowance was usually
made for his pranks.
Susie was an ambitions young lady of
18, who had just left school and was in-
slined to affect rather an air of dignity,
noticeably in contrast with her lively,
frolicsome manners of a few years be-
fore.
Why it is that yonng girls who at-
tempt to write, Almost universally run
to the pathetic, and hint fct\nrottera-
ble woe and long endured despair, not
to be alleviated by any antidote this
poor world can offer, is a sort of mya-
her, shall open for us her sheltering
bosom, and the longing, wearied soul
shall soar away to regions beyond the
reach of earthly woe and deep, crush-
ing regrets.
This, and considerably more of the
same tenor from Susie’s pen, was ac-
companied by the following brief ef-
fort:
A PARODY ON THE ABOVE HOWL o’ MISERY.
Jig a Horrid Bov-
Be was just a goin’ it good. The
wind a racketing aronnd like all pos-
sess, and big billers was a licking up
sand and dirt in a way to make a feller
stare at the spectacle.
AH sorts of melodions thoughts went
racin* through my intellic’ like big
guns, and it felt like— like -(confound
it what did I feel like!) and 1 felt like
the comfortable ole hair-pin of a boy
that lam.
And es I concluded, (conclnded’s
good! that’s the way my pardner puts
in that moon strnck thing o’herin.) I
concluded that the best thing for a fel-
ler to do in this jiggiting world is to
take all the lark be con, till ole granny
earth as we fofldly call her, (tellers
mostly don’t call her anything) till ole
granny earth gobbles us np into her
big pawa, and thejestof usgoes (I’ve
iorgot where, and can’t go back to my
pardner’s wail to find out, but it’a to
some place where woe’n misery’n such
don’t soar.) ,
The letter which accompanied the
“paridy," was alsd printed ;
Stronger Than He Expected.
Tempted by the glowing account of
his brother Patrick’s prosperity, Mich-
ael packed np his property and sailed
for New York. He was met at the
barge office by bis brother, a prosper-
ous dram-seller, who took him to a
restaurant for a lunch. When they
were comfortably seated and had given
their orders, Patrick took up the jar of
horseradish, and, as he removed tho
cover, said :
“Mike, here’s something wo don’t
have in the ould counthry.”
“An’ share, what is it, Pat?”
“It’s horseradish; an’ it’s foine relish
wid the mate.”
“When the steaks were before them,
“Pot" took up tho jar and put on his
plate a little of the condiment. “Mike"
watched him out of the corner of his
eye, and when the jar was replaced
upon the table, removed the rover
and taking tho small spoon in his hand
looked it over carefully. Then he laid
it down, and seizing a teaspoon,
plunged into tho pulpy mass nnd car-
ried it heaping full to his month. The
effect was startling. Mike gave a gasp,
straightened up, aud fell over back-
wards. As he arose sputtering and
sneezing, he stammered, “An phat—
(tebn) is it ye were (atcb-atch-atchu)
calling the stuff, Pat?"
' 1 Pat, who at first was frightened, then
became confused, and finally broke
forth into laughter, answered :
“Horseradish l"
"Horseradish, is it. Are yon sure
there wasn’t a mule in it?”— Few York
Tribune. _ ; .
Found IV hut He Wasn’t Hunting.
“Where have you been all week?"
asked the diplomat
“Canvassing for votes," replied the
honest statesman.
“Get anything?"
“Yes, I got found out"
They smile. At the diplomat's ex-
pense.— Brooklyn Eagle.
The Bright-Hued Fish of tho Red Sea.
The water of the Red Sea is of an in-
tense green color, and so transparent
that even at the depth of two fathoms
the sea bottom is distinctly visible. It
is carpeted with coral-plants of many
varieties, with sea-weeds of many
species, and with numerous other
“wonder of the deep” of both the ani-
mal and vegetable kingdoms. The in-
finite diversity of form and color and
arrangement, still farther varied by the
restless medium through which it is
seen, makes a sight which the eye never
wearies of contemplating. This
beauty is still further enhanced by the
thousands of brightly colored fishes
which flash through the waters. They
are truly marvelous for their beauty of
form and color. To say that every col-
or of the rainbow is represented is an
utterly insufficient comparison. Not
only are there violet, indigo, blue,
green, yellow, orange, and red fishes, of
purest hue, but there are numbers
which combine two or more of the-o
ooloj i. One little finny Gower of most
graceful form was of a delicate cobalt
blue, with fins and tail of a fine lemon
yellow; there were others with daik
blue stripes of a rich golden
ground; somo black, with
silver spots; some rod, with
green fins and tail; others with secon-
dary and tertiary colors mingled in
most elaborate patterns and delicate
proportions ; while one species, having a
rich, warm green for its prevailing hue,
had fins and tail edged with a genuine
prismatic spectrum. — Engineer Lock-
ett, in St Louis Globe-Vcmocrat
. Gypsy Portraits.
Gypsies are particularly supersti-
tions regarding portraits, and it is a
rarity to find the photograph of a true
Bohemian decorating an art gallery or
store window. They consider it most
unlucky to be photographed, and will
only snbmit to have their profiles taken
in consideration of receiving, without
asking for it, on old shoe-string with
which they can bind the spirits of ill-
luck certain to pursue the person whoso
likeness has been re-produced.
Many people take no care of their
money till they have oome nearly to the
end of it, and others do the same with
their time.— Goef/ic.
It is claimed that a vein of natnral
gas has been strnck in Dakota. It
seems that tho Congressional Record
has commenced to circulate in the ter-
ritories.— Feiuma n Independen t.
“Daddy, I koin’t swallow mine,”
cried one of the children. “Yes, yer
kin, an I’ll jist go fur yer, if yer don’t
surround dat pill widin de. nex’few
moments ob time. Frow yer head
back, clinch yer teeth, make a ramrod
ob yer tongue, and let her slide. Ah !
dat’s hit. She's gone. I saw de rip-
ple.”— Tearas Siftings.
“I understand that Smith has called
you a thief and a rascal?” “Yes, sir;
and I propose to sue him for $5,001)
damages.” “He claims he can substan-
tiate the trnth of what he has said.”
“That’s the beauty of it, my dear fel-
low. The greater the trnth, the great-
er the libel. I’ve got the dead-wood on.
him.”— Few; York Sun.
A Georgia editor printed in his pa-
per a picture of himself carrying a big
pistol in either hand, a dagger in his
month, and two daggers and a sword in
his belt. Next day when he saw a wo-
man enter his office with danger in her
eye and a horsewhip in her hand, he
jumped out of a second story window
and concealed himself in a woodshed.
—Noiristown Herald.
. , three spasms.
t'alrPbyllls made a pretty cake
To please her papa’s pa nto;
Her parent put it on a sinks
Ann used «t for a mallet.
—Philadelphia Sines-
And then she made a bisr mince pie
In a manner new and novel;
Her 1 nt her so zed It wi i h a sigh
And used it for a shovel.
— Homing Journal
Then next she made a concrete bun
Moulded with KreatestC'»ro:
Her father rammed it In his gun
And was loaded tbcu fer hear.
—Brooklyn Times.
The color of the inside of a Japanese
prison is pink, as constant association
with this color is supposed to create
peculiar impressions upon the prisoner’s
mind which will influence him to be
good after he has regained his liberty.
Why wouldn’t this be a good scheme
to adopt in onr American prisons?
After a man had been shut np in pink
walls for a few months, it wonld be a
long time before he wonld feel like
painting the town red again. — Peck's
Sun.
KATE’S MISTAKE.
Old Dlrch, who tau -ht tno village school,
Wedded a maid of homespun habit;
He was as stubborn us a mule.
And she xs playful as n rabbit.
Poor Kate had scarce become a wife
Before her husbai.d sought to make her
The p nk of country i>ol shed life.
And prim and formal os a Quaker.
One day the tutor went abroad,
And simple Kate sadly missed him;
When ho returned behind her lord
She shyly stole and k esed him
The husband’s anger rose, and rid
And white his face alto nato grew.
“Less freedom ma'am!’’ Kate sighed and said:
“Oh! dear, I didn’t know ’twus you.’’
HIS PROPOSmoN.
Fair maid, be mine;
.uot fondest love our hearts entwine.
For pity’s sake
Bi mine, my love, my queen
And give up bum and tough l cefstoak
And oleomargarine.
My heart will be
Through good and HI still true to thea:
Fresn eggs and toast
You’ll have tho whole year round
And dairy butter, though it cost
Me 40 cents a pound.
In peace we’ll live;
My pay to you each week I’ll give.
Ah: then indeed
Your life will bo a round of Joys,
Then give up teaching girls toread
And whaling naughty boys.
—Exchange^ _ .
Embarrassing.
An old editor of the Augusta, Georgia,
Chronicle one day attended a colored
church in the country, and had an un-
expected experience. He bad in his
pocket a silver half-dollar, just the fare
back to Augusta. At the conolnsion of
bis sermon the minister ordered a col-
lection for bis own benefit. “Of course,”
said he, “I s’pects every pusson to give
somethin’; bnt I’se tole dot Mr. Thomas
np do land yonder, had somo turkeys
stole Friday nighi I don’t want any
man who had a ban’ in stealing dem
turkeys to pit any money in de plate.”
When the plate reached the editor not
a man had refused to contribute, and
the preacher’s eyes were on him. His
half-dollar accordingly went into the
plate. He thought it wise to- “avoid
the appearance of evil”
There’s Nothing New.
The dental processes familiar tons
are not so new as may be supposed. In
the museum of Gorneto, on the coast of
Italy, are two enrions specimens of
artificial teeth found in Etrnscan tombs
probably dating 400 or 500 years before
onr era. The teeth were evidently
taken from the month of some animal,
and had been carefully cut and fastened
to neighboring natnral teeth of two
yonng girls by means pf small gold
rings. The dentist’s art was also ap-
plied to treating natnral teeth in vari-
ous ways, bat the fact has 'hitherto es-
caped notice on aoconnt of the rarity
of Etruscan skeletons.
Only whisper scandal and its echo is The want of money is not the root of
beard by &U. I much evil.
MECHANICAL.
An English lockmakor has construct-
ed a key which he claims is capable of
opening 22,600 patent lever looks, all of
which differ in their wards or combina-
tions. As described, the key weighs
three ounces, is nickel-plated, and is
said to be the result of three years’ la-
bor on the part of the inventor in mak-
ing drawings of the different wards or
combinations,
A grooved fly-wheel of remarkable
size and weight, says the Hardware
Trade Journal, is in course of manu-
facture by Messrs. Goodfellow &
Matthews, of Hyde. The diameter is
thirty-four feet, and the weight eighty-
three tons, while the circumferential
velocity will be 5,850 feet, or over a
mile a minute. The face is grooved for
thirty-two ropes, each If inches in di-
ameter and capable of driving 40-horse
power. The fly-wheel is intended for
the factory of the Astley Mills Com-
pany, near Hyde Junction, and is made
in fifty pieces.
Some ten years ago Mr. Edward
Crane defied the Massachusetts Legis-
lature and the railroad men of the State
of Massachusetts with a declaration
that railroad transportation would yet
be made cheaper than water transpor-
tation, and that railway competition
would drive out lake and canal trans-
portation. In the last (juarterly report
of the Treasury Review of Statistics
(page'418) it is shown that' the tonnage
transported on the New York State
canals has fallen from 6,442,225 tons in
1868 to 5,009,488 tons in 1884, while
the tonnage on the New York Central
and Hudson River Railroad has in-
creased in the same time from 1,846.599
tons to 101,211,416 tons; on the Erie
Road, from 3,900,000 to 11,071,000; and
on the Pennsylvania, from 4,722,000 to
22,583,000. This is exclusive of the
tonnage moved on the leased lines of
these companies. The tonnage trans-
ported by rail on the four American
trunk lines increased from 44,767 tons
in 1880 to 53,549,316 tons in 1884.
The total value of the wood used as
sawlogs, fuel, railroad ties, fencing,
handles, wheel stock, wood pulp, basket,
excelsior, cars, shoe-pegs, etc., in the
United States is estimated for the year
1880 at $400,073,094. The capital in-
vested was $181,181,122, and the num-
ber of hands employed was 147,950.
The estimated value of the w'ood con-
sumed as fuel for domestic purposes
alone in that year is $305,950,040, and
the quantity is stated at 140,537,439
cords. The annual loss by forest fires
is estimated at $25,462,250. Only the
actual value of the material destroyed
is included in the estimate. *This, how-
ever, is insignificant in comparison
with the damage inflicted upon the soil
itself or with the influence of fire upon
the subsequent forest growth. The
fertility, or rather the ability of the
soil to produce again a similar crop of
trees to the oqo destroyed, is lost, and
is only regained, if at all, by the slow
growth and decay of many generations
of less valuable plants. The condition
of the forests in Maine shows that
forest preservation is perfectly practi-
cable when the importance of the forest
to the community is paramount.
stiffness of the French hat and bonnet, I Eating ii a Torture,
gives to many a plojn face such a soft ; And oeep often a mere travesty of repose, to
and effective background that one I ^  dyspeptic. Appetite is oorrespondlmrly Im-
brings back from a walk only a piquant ; ky this most prevalent of maladies, and
and pleasing unptewion. HtheMexi- Tetty 0*
can women knew what they were about a-htnJTiautT. “1* tboa-
they would ding to thia becoming head- r nautton. .r.
drees as thj do to their faith; the sex J
has no right to set aside such a charm-
ing accessory. —LeMer in Ros ton Jour-
nal
A Brave Couple from Denver.
“Ah I yes,” replied the doctor, “he
certainly was the coolest man I ever
saw on a death-bed on an ocean steam-
er. The second night out I was called-
to his cabin. He lay in his berth, this
tall, gaunt ‘Westerner, looking already
like a corpse. As I went in he said
cheerily: ‘Doctor, it looks like I’d
made a mistake. I reckon I ought not
to have come to sea just now, but I
kinder thought mv strength’d hold out
to get me to Italy, and there I might
crif round asrain.’ I knelt down by his
Mexican Senoritas.
The streets of Mexico ore, in a meas-
ure, unlike those of any other city we
have so far visited. Straight, wide,
and lined with handsome houses two or
three stories high, almost invariably of
stone, and lighted by large windows
opening upon the small stone balconies,
it loses something of the English char-
acter whieh the narrow lanes of black
adobe walls give the lesser towns, but
gains a corresponding richness. These
little balconies, ornamented often by
carvings and always by balustrades of
wrought iron, often brightened by gild-
ing and color, and shaded by linen awn-
ings, make a feature in themselves.
Here on Sunday and fete day, as well
as toward evening, the youth of the city
gather in the full dress of private life,
and the stolen glances, which form the
only intercourse allowed between the
sexes, flash back and forward between
youth and maiden. Even deprived of
the opportunity for interchange of vows,
.for hand-clasping, and tender gAseting,
it is self-evident that a young Mejicana,
true to the traditions of her Castilian
forebears, can make as much havoc with
her languishing dark eyes and the soft-
ly fluttering fan, which supplements
them, as any other girl arrayed in the
full rational outfit of courtship. This
is true, of course, only when she, as al-
way should be, but seldom is, happens
to oe beautiful. The pretty girls are
exquisite. The slender oval of the face,
the rich olive of the cheek, the long,
sweeping dark lashes of the superb eyes
glowing at once with passion and ten-
derness, the low forehead with its rip-
pling mass of dusky hair, the slender
neck, the lithe forni, the springy step,
and the dainty foot make them like a
poet’s dream of darkly brilliant loveli-
ness, not to be measured by any type
with which we have boen heretofore* fa-
miliar. But nature is never over-lav-
ish, and the number of these splendid
creatures is as few as their perfections
are many. Remembering the streets at
home after the Friday afternoon rehear-
sal, filled with the fragile, flower-like
bloom of winsome but delicate girlhood,
its brave eyes looking the world full in
the face, with that mixture of innocence
and boldness which is the hybrid bios
som of modern civilization, these shy
but rich specimens, as rare as they are
ronderful, look few indeed. Their per-
fection is offset by the equally pro-
nounced ugliness on the parft of the
many, and young womanhood changes
into faded middle age even sooner than
with us— which is saying a great deal.
Nevertheless the graceful lace man til-
la, which is yet almost universally worn
in the street, but which, unfortunately,
is beginning to give way to the ugly
gi gai
side and carefully examined him. I
toft him that had he asked my advice
before coming I should certainly have
forbidden him to undertake the voyage.
He smiled feebly and said: T knew
ye would, and that’s the reason I didn’t
ask ye. Wife^n I made that up between
us, didn’t we, wife? Though I reckon
she lowed I’d better stay at home.’
Death had already, set his mark on the
man’s brow. I told him as gqntly as I
could that I feared the worst,- but that
he might succeed in weathering the
voyage, which was a rough one.* He
interrupted me, saying: ‘That’s all
right, doctor. Don’t you worry none
about me. Ef I die, jest have ’em
chuck me overboard, and don’t make
no effort to get me to shore. I ain’t
afraid on it, nary a bit, and my wife’s
prepared to see me go.’
“His wife, seated on the cabin sofa,
buried her face in her hands for a mo-
ment, but when she looked up again it
was placid. As I went out he repeat-
ed, ‘Mind, now, what I tell ye, doctor,
and just let ’em dump me right into the
water. ‘ What difference does it make
where a man is buried ?’ He died three
days after this, and was, of course,
buried at sea. Two days after his
burial his widow gave birth to a child.
My heart went out to this desolate
widow, about to be landed on a foreign
shore, with a new-born babe in her
arms. ‘Madam,’ I said, *your admira-
ble courage is more than enough to
awaken any one’s warmest sympathies.
Can we not assist you in any manner?’
What do you think she answered ? She
said : ‘Doctor, don’t mind me; I’ve seen
a heap of trouble, and I’m used to it.
The last child I bore, before this one, I
was on a flat-boat, floating the Upper
Missouri River, the Indians was firin’
at us from both sides of the stream,
and my husband was fitin’ ’em from
the boat We’ve seen powerful hard
times, but I don’t feel broke up vet
Thank God, I’ve got money enough to
keep me goin’ a while, and I reckon 1 11
have to stay in England some, so’s to
let this little one get big enough ‘to go
back again.’ She and her baby arrived
safely in port, and I never saw them
move.” —Brooklyn Eagle. ,
den. Obstinate as It la. however. Its complete
eradication may be effected by the persistent
nse of Hostetler's Stomach Bitters, a medicine
which communicates both vigor and regularity
to the organs of digestion and secretion, relaxes
the bowds gently bnt thoroughly, enpches and
purities the blood, promotes appetite, and gives
tranquility to the nervous system. Persons of
weakly constitution and physique, who nse this
superb tonio Infallibly derive from it the stami-
na of whloh they stand so much in need, and It
Is invariably anooessful in remedying and pre-
venting malarial diseases.
The Noise of the Jivan Volcano.
Reports collected since the memor-
able eruption of Krakatoa, in August,
1883, have shown that the explosions
were heard over a circle of thirty de-
grees radius. A more astonishing an-
nouncement still is now made byDf.
F. A. Forel, the well-known Swiss
physicist. He has learned that ou the
day of the great eruption startling sub-
terranean noises resembling the rolling
of distant thunder were heard in Cni-
man-Brao, a small island in the Carib-
bean Sea, Mar the antipodes of the
volcano of Sunda Strait. These sounds
can not readily be attributed to any
neighboring volcanic disturbance* nod
Dr. Forel is forded to infer that they
may have been propagated through the
entire diameter of the earth.
People talk of the feelings dying
out as one gets older ; bnt at present
my experience is just the contrary. All
the serious relations of life become so
much more real to me— pleasure seems
so light a thing, and sorrow and duty
and endurance so great I find the
least bit of real human life touch me in
a way it never did when I was younger.
—GeorgeElioL
• * * Secret, involuntary drains upon
the system cured in thirty days. Pamphlet
giving particulars, three letter stamps. Ad-
dress. World’s Dispensary Medical Associa-
tion, Bwffalo, N. Y.
It Is no sign because a man makes a stir in
the community* that be is a spoon.
Important
When you visit or leave New York City,
save Baggage Expressage and Carriage Hire, and
b the Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grandstop at osite 
Central Depot: flOO elegant rooms fitted np at a
cost of one million dollars, reduced to $1 and
upwards per day. European plan. Elevator.
Restaurant supplied with the best Horse cabs,
stage, and elevated railroad to all depots. Fami-
lies can live better for less money at the Grand
Union than at any Ant-class hotel in the city.
Some genius has Invented a chin-holder
for the violin. If he could only Invent
hand-bolder he would do more good.— Texoa
Siftings.
AN IMPORTANT DECISION
Aunt Ellen’s Idea of Freedom.
My father (writes a correspondent)
was a' slave-owner in the South before
the war, and I was brought up largely
by colored nurses, to whom I naturally
became yery much attached. After the
war the blacks were scattered more or
less, and but a few of my father’s for-
mer slaves remained in our neighbor-
hood. Among those who did remain,
however, was one of my old nurses, a
woman of about forty-five or fifty years
of age, who lived ou the farm of a man
who had never owned slaves, and who
took no farther interest in the blacks
than to get work out of them. Return-
ing on one occasion to visit my home,
I received word that “Aunt” Ellen
wanted me to come to see her, and of
course I was glad to go. I found her
living very meanly, faring, apparently,
much worse than she ever had done
when a slave. Her husband was a
drunken, worthless fellow, whom she
had to support; she had poor health,
and a houseful of poorly clad, poorly
fed children to care for. Brought up
in the midst of slavery, and being at
the time a very young man, I had never
realized the cruelty of that institution,
and as I looked about my old nurse’s
cabin I could but contrast her sur-
roundings with what they had been
when I was a child and she was a slave.
So I said to her, “Aunt Ellen, don’t
you think you fared much better when
you were a slave? Then you had a
better house to live in, plenty to eat,
plenty to wear, no doctor’s bills, and
never any thought or care about such
things,”
“Dat’s so, Mas’ John,” she replied.
“I did hab mo’ to eat, an’ mo’ to wah,
an* none o’ dis here kin’ o’ trouble; but
den, de Lawd bless you, honey, afta
all, da’s de feelin’s \n— Editor’s Drawer,
in Harper’s Magazine.
Professional Etiquette
prevents some doctors from advertising their
skill, but we are. bound by no such conven-
tional rules, and think that If we make a dis-
covery that is cf benefit to our fellows, we
ought to spread the fact to the whole land
Therefore we cause to be published through-
out the land the fact that Dr. B. V. Pierce’s
“Golden Medical Discovery” Is the best
known remedy for consumption (scrofula of
the lungs) and kindred diseases. Bend two
sumps for Dr. Pierce’s complete treatise on
consumption, with unsurpassed means of
self-treatment Address, World's Dispensary
Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.
Writ Is that which mutt play before Itoan
work?— A fire-engine.
CntiPOREDof Smart-Weed, Jamaica Ginger,
Camphor Water, and best French Brandy,
Dr. Pieroe'a Extract of Smart-Weed Is the
best remedy for diarrhoea, cholera morbus,
dysentery or bloody-uux, colic hr cramps,
and to break up colds.
For the Newark Machine Company, of
1 o . 7" Columbus, Ohio.
The Newark Machine Company, at Colum-
bus, Ohio, is the owner of several patents for
building the Victor Double Huller Clover
Machine, which is the only double cylinder
clover huller made in the world, it has a
wide reputation all over the land, and the
sales have run up to 800 in a single year.
After the destruction of the company’s works
at Newark, last summer, the Ashland Ma-
chine Company at Ashland, Ohio, sent out
notices that owing to the destruction of the
works of the Newark Machine Company,
that company would be unable to furnish
hullere for last year’s trade, and stated they
would build a clover huller and seed cleaner
as good astheViotor. The firm of Gear,
Scott & Co., of Riobmond, Ind., secured a
Victor clover huller and tore It apart and
commenced the building of clover bullen
with seed cleaning attaohments thereto,
which could scarcely be told from the Victor,
upon which they tried to secure letters
patent. The Newark Machine Company filed
interference suit before the Commissioner of
Patents at Washington, and furnished such
conoluslve evidence of the attempted seizure
of Newark Company's patents, that the
Commissioner of Patents decided the patents
of the Newark Machine valid in law and were
Infringed upon by the firm of Gear, Scott A
Co. Under this decision the agents who have
sold or the'persons who have purchased and
used a clover huller embodying any of the
11 or the Victor are liable to the New-features 
ark Machine Company for damages.
The Newark Machine Company will now
turn their attention to the ease of 4ho Ash-
land Machine Company for similar infringe-
ments.
gammer Re aorta.
Milwaukee, Waukesha, Oconomowoo, Lake-
side, Hartland, Pewaukee, Nashotah, Kil-
bourn (Dells of the Wisoonsin), St Paul,
Minneapolis, Lake Minnetonka, and all the
resorts of Wisconsin are best reached by
the Chicago. Milwaukee and 8t. Paul Rail-
way, the famous Mississippi River bank
route to the Northwest- Summer tourists’
tickets for sale at 63 Clark street, Palmer
House, Grand Pacific Hotel, and at depot,
corner of Madison and Canal streets.
“Pat up” at the Gault House.
The business man or tourist will find first-
class accommodations at the low price of $2
and $2.50 per day at the Gault House, Chica-
go, corner Clinton and Madison streets. This
far-famed hotel is located In the center of the
city, only one block from the Union Depot
Elevator; all appointments flrst-olass.
H(Iott A Gates. Proprietors.
Pure Cod-Liver Oil, made from selected
livers on the sea shore, by Caswell, Hazard
& Co., New York, it is absolutely pure and
swcqt. Patients who have once taken it
prefer it to all others. Physicians have de-
cided it superior to any of the other oils inmarket '
Those Complaining
of Sore Throat or Hoarseness should use
Brown’s Bronchial Troches. The effect
is extraordinary, particularly when used by
singers and speakers for clearing the voice
Chapped Hands, Faoe, Pimples and rough
Skin, cured by using Juniper Tar Soap, made
by Caswell, Hazard A Co., New York.
IOWA SSS? p.Tb: ST
AGENTS c-&SS2S?4Sa* WAITED
More thn^ Thanks.
Fort Madison, Iowa. -Mrs. Lydia E. Pink-
ham : “I am glad to Inform you that I have
tried one bottle of your Vegetable Compound
and have found groat relief. I more than thank
you for your kind advice. 1 have never felt
so well as I do now since I bad those
troubles.” Yours Itosp’y, Mrs, W. C. A — .
The above is a sample of the many letters re-
ceived by Mrs. Plnkbam ex pressing gratitude
for the benefit derived from her Vegetable
Compound. Another letter, from Kauflnun,
Texas, says: “Your Compound has done mo
more good than all the Doctors ever did, for
which I thank yoU with all my heart.” Your
friend, Anna B - ,ASK
DRUGGIST
HOPS
MALT
Narrow Escape.
 • • Rochester, Juno l, ism. “Ten
Yean ago I was attacked with the roost
Intense and deathly pains in my back and
— Kidney t,
"Extending to the end of my toes and to
my brain!
1 Which made me delirious!
“From agony ! ! ! !
“It took three men to hold me on mj
bed at times!
The Doctors tried in vain to relieve me*
bnt to no purpose.
Morphine and other opiates t
“Had no effect!
“After two months I was given np to
die ! ! I !
“When my wife
heard a neighbor toll what Hop Bitters had
done for her, she at once got and gqve me
some. The first dose eased my brain and
seemed to go hunting through my system
for the para.
The second dose eased me to much that I slept
two hours, something I bad not done for two
months. Before I bad osed five bottles, I was
well and at work as hard as any man conld, for
over three weeks: bnt I worked too hard for my
strength, and taking a hard oold, 1 was taken
with the moat acute and painfnl rheumatism all
through my ayatom that ever was known.
“I called tho doctors again, and after several
weeks they left me a cripple on crutches for life,
as they said. I met a friend and told him my
case, and he said Hop Bitters had cured him and
would cure me. I poohed at him, bnt he was so
earnest I was indnoed to use them again.
In less than four weeks I threw away my
crutches and went to work lightly and kept on
using the bitters for five weeks, until I became
as well as any man living, and have been so for
BITTERS.
year eoutl to HQPN and 1 _
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Of Dutchess Co., N. Y., 80 YEARS of AGE,
Suffered Continually for Many Years
from STONE in the BLADDER.
Great age and painfnl disease are a sad com-
bination. Yet Mr. William Westfall, formerly of
Rock City, Datohess Co., N. Y„ now of Washing-
ton Hollow, in the same oonnty, came to the of*
floe of Dr. David Kennedy, the eminent Physi-
cian and Bnrgeon of Rondont, N. Y., some time
in the world. We say he came— he was, rather,
tarried to the Doctor’s office, for he was totally
helpless, and bore the weight of 80 years besides.
He had eoffered long from Retention of Urine,
ovealed the presence
calculus of nncom-Inthehladderof anrinary u
mon size. Dr. Kennedy frankly told Mr. West-
fall that, owing to his age and debility, an oper-
ation was ont of the question, but that he could
by the prescription of “Kennedy's Favorite
Remedy, together with local treatment, make
him comfortably and leave him to live ont all his
days . The outoome of this was that tho patient
enjoya good health to this day.
Tho Heatons Why
Dr. Kennedy’s “Favorite Remody” is being
extensively used by our people are as follows : It
is a combination of vegetable alterative*. It Is
pleasant to the taato, adapted to both sexes and
all ages, is effective In affording immediate relief
in all cases of Kidney tronbles. Liver Com-
plaints, Constipation of the Bowels, and de-
rangements peculiar to women. At the same
time purifies the blood, thus giving tone and
strength to the system debilitated by disease or
age. 'Dr. Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy" for sale
by all dragglsti.
He Who Becomes a Treasurer of
Money for Another Is Respon-
sible for a Safe Return.
How much more responsible Is he who has in
charge the health and life of a human being.
K
diento. NO OPIUM in any form enters Its oom-
porition. J^toyour Intorestto stond^bythc
waava uasuva itiuvjvx xxaj ljljaI a
SAM, and see that a bottle la always kept on
hand for Immediate use. RE AD THE FOLLOW-
>MUNEW EVIDENCE:
Addison. Pa. Aurll 7. UBS.
A. J. COLBOM, Esq
writes: I can recommend ALLJS’8 LUNG BALflAif
m being the best remedy for Colds said Coughs I ever
used.
years, Mila bettor than any cough remedy, end givea
general satisfaction. Tie frequently recommended
by the medical nrofeealon here.
Yours truly, H. O. MOONEY. Druggist.„ „ La Fatettn, R. I.. Oct. 1*. 1884.
of Bronchitis,! am entirely curST fiend this vol-
J. N. HARRIS & GO. (Linitel) Props.
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
FOR SALE ty all MEDICINE DEALERS.
PATENTS
Patent Atfys, Washington, D. O
$50 REWARD
will b* paid Ibr any Grail Via
of imm riio Utt na eloaa ood
bog u nach Oroin or B«od in ooo
JtCHday oa oar Pa tent MONAR
Drain and Saod Soyaratof
ml nagger w latprored
WaraKSra Mill *Uh'Ea..U.
rer which »• oSer cheap. Ctrco-
Uii moiled free.lor sad Price Ll.t i
mmsamsm BEST THE WORLD.
by patient.
A seal-skin sack covereth a multitude of
pino.
six yearn since.
It has also cured my
ick for years; and has kept her and my
ts  wild, who had been
children well and healthy with from two
to three bottles per vear. Them is no
need to be sick at all if these bitters ar*
used. J. J. Berk. Ex- Supervisor.
“That poor invalid wife, Sister, Mother*
“Or daughter!!!!
“Can be made the picture of health!
“with a few bottles of Hop BittersI
“ Will you let them mfferllir
Prosecute the Swindlersttt
If when yon call for Hop Bitters (m« preen clutter
or with other “Hop" name, refuse it and shun that
dnik'gietaa you would a viper: and if he has taken
your mousy for the stuff, indict him for the (rau&
and ane him for. damtgee for tho swindle, and w»
will reward you liberally for the conviction,
R. U. AWARE
THAT
Lorhlard’i OUmax Flag
FRAZER
AXLE GREASE.
Boat In the World* Get the fenalM. Rr>
DROPSY
TREATED FREE.
DR. H. H. GREEN,
A Specialist for Eleven Years Paste
Hu ^treated^Dropsy and ita rempljosUona^with^tha
Uro*y hariueie*a.,lSmovea,^T symptoms of dropsy
in eight to twenty daye. . ^ ^ .
(hi reH patients pronounced hopeless by the best of
P tVouMhe flret dose the symptoms rapidly disap-
pear, and in ten daye at least two-thirds of all symp-
toms are removed. .
Home may cry humbug without knowing anything
about it. Remember, it does not coat you anything
to realize the merita.qf myttSatinent^ for youraetf.
In ten day* the difficulty of breathing ia relieved, the
nearly gone, the atrength increaaed, and appetite
made good. I am. constantly curing. caaee of long
standing, oases that have been tapped a number of
times, and the patient declared unable to live a week.III nil rhTtm mmsi IneravtBend for 10 dara' treatment; directions and term*
free. Give fiuTnlstory of case. Name eex. how long
afflictod^how^a^yriwollen^aqd where, is bowelf
______________ burated and dripped water. Send
for free pamphlet, containing testimonials, questions.
etc.
Ten days’ treatment furnished free by mail.
Epilepsy fits positively cured,
If order trial, send 7 cents in stamps to pur postage,
venue, Atlanta? Ga.
He H.
65 Jones A eW Mention this paper.
$3.50
For id ELE6INT WATCKUod til But
Paper in the Country One Year.
chain* *and charm!*’ and* w/ll 'mti^to^Ws i „
seldom get out of order, and are substantially and:
^W^WrUuowiuft.
year and is the beat atory and humorous paper I
country. Each iasne contains at leas, a page of orl
humorous articles, from the pen of one of the :
ii
4
'ehoved^Xd0*11 ^ ^ Chtnftd tor tha
you wish to iee a really handsome sad dadoed* -
mm
'kM
C.N.U. •U?' •;
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S
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IWIPUI If I— *111 TXITlIIlT MHI
riP A Walking Sieleton.
Xr. B. Springer, of Mechanlctburg, Pa.,
write*: "I wa* ifflicted with lung few
and abscess on lung*, and reduced to a
walking Skeleton. Got a free trial bottle
of Dr. King’* New Diicowy for Con-
mmption, which did me so much good
that I bought a dollar bottle. After using
three bottle, found myaelf once more a
man, completely reatored to health, with a
hearty appetite, and a gain in fleih of 48
lb*." Call at 11. Walsh’s Drug Store and
get a free trial bottle of this certain cure
for all Lung Diseases, Large bottles f 1.00.
fo.
Notice,
Crrt op Holukd. Mich., 1
June 12th, 1885. f
Sealed Wopoeala will be receired by the
Board of Water Commissioners of the city
of Holland. Michigan, until Monday, 5
o'clock, p. m.t June 99th, 1885, for the
laying of a four-inch pipe from the water
main on Eighth street, east of the line of
the Chicago and West Michigan railway,
to where said railway company proposes
to build a water tank for the purpose of
using water from the Holland City Water
Works, said line of pipe will be in length
about 850 feet, and to include the setting
of one hydrant. Speoifloations can be
seen at the City Clerk’s office. All blda
must be accompanied with the names of
two proposed sureties, to be approved by
the common council. The Board of
Water Commissioners reserves the right
to reject any or all bids, v
By order of the Beard of Water Com-
missioners.20-2t GEO. H. BIPP. Clerk.
Out Iron Columns u Xaln Supports.
The employment of cut iron columns
u mains supports hu been greatly re-
stricted at Berlin by a regulation issued
from the architect’s department of the po.
lice authorities of that city. The order
hubeen issued in consequence of s dis-
covery made lut winter at a fire, when it
wu found that the cut iron ’columns bad
been cracked by the effect of the cold
water playing on them while hot. The
authorities now insist that where partition
walls rest upon cut iron oolnmns, the lat
ter are to be covered with piuter or
bricked in, with an air space between the
bricks and the column.
Ask for Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, and do not
be persuaded to take soy other. Bold by
all druggists.
Attention to Details.
The Herald qf Health suggests that health
like success in life, is to be gained by pay-
ing attention to details. It is better to try
to keep from catching cold than to heal
ways trying to avoid infection. More can
be done to check cholera by keeping
houses clean than by using tons of disin-
fectants. Nature gives health. It is
man’s perversity in departing from Na-
ture’s teaching that leads to disease. Na-
ture intended all to have fresh sir, suffl
dent plain food, uncontiminated water,
and exercises. Let ns accept Nature’s be-
quest, if we prefer health to disease.
M. L. Blair, Alderman 5th Wird, Scran
ton, Pa., stated Nov. 9, 1888: He had
used Dr. Thomu* Eclectric Oil forsprsins,
burns, cuts, bruises and rheumatism
Cured every time.
DevastitfBg Power of Locosts.
A swarm of these insects stopped fthi
advance of a Russian army. They
filled the air, and blinded both officers
and men, so that the former oonld give
no orders, and, even if they had. done
so, the men oonld not have obeyed
them. The horses would not face
them, and they lay on the gronnd many
inches thick. Every man and horse in
the army wu encrusted with the in-
sects, and their clothing wu literally
eaten off the men as they stood help-
leu and blinded. The railways were
naeless, u the locusts coveted the rails,
and the oil which exuded from their
bodies when crashed prevented the
driving-wheels from “biting.” After
they had settled, whole regiments were
detached for the purpose of trampling
them to death. Trenches were dug
across their path and tilled with burn-
ing coals, bnt the crowding swarms
actually smothered the tire, so vast
were their numbers. Even in a little
island like Cypress, in 1882, one-:ifth
of the entire revenue was spent in
destroying the locusts, and especially
their eggs. When these eggs are
laid, they are enclosed in a horny en-
velope called a “pod,” each pod con-
taining thirty-five eggs. In seven
months 1,330 tons of pods were de-
stroyed. Now a single ton of pods
contains 60,000,000 eggs, and yet, in
$12,000.00
worth’ of Goods must be sold in order to meet the obligations to creditors.
M.
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
This powder never virlee. A marvel of parity,
strength and wholesomenesa. More economical
thantbe ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold In
competition with the multitude of low teet, short
spite of this almost incredible destruc-
tion, the locusts are still a dreaded
plague, and show little if any symp-
toms of diminution in numbers. The
Arabs say that the dark mottliugs upon
the wings of the locust are ancient
Arabic, and that their signification is
u follows: “We are the army of the
great God. Each of ns lay ninety-nine
If we laid the hundredth we
destroy the world." Not long
aw a letter from a gentleman
over whose property a locust swarm
He said tinhat in the morn-
garden wu a paradise. In the
Km it wu all blackened and
TUTTO
“TILLS
26 YKA
The Orsatast M
IN USI
1 ‘triumph of tht Agst
torpTdlIver.
LoMofnt:
the head.
Be wets eeetlve, Pain la
a Sail Miaatlea la the
a aider the ehoaldtr*
____ , ________ after eatlnc, with adle*
incllnatlen te exertion of body er Blind,
Irritability of temper, Lew oplrlte, with
a feeling efhaviat neilected nemo datr,
Wearlneoo, Dlsalneeo, Flatterlat at the
back part. Itel
blade  Fallneae
Heart. Pete before lha eyes, Headache
 BestlessHover the rlsh^eyej ctleMnecc^wIth
TOTT’S PILLS are especially adapted
to such comb, one dose effects such a
change offeelinguto astonish tbesuflhrer.
tfdy to TahcTon Flci
“UNHEARD OF BARGAINS”
In Dry Goods, Clothing, Gouts’ Mshinf Goods, ’and Boots and Shoos.
And Winter Suits of Clothes at Greatly Reduced Prices.
Ladiesjare invited to call and examine the stock of
Winter Dress Goods, New Style Prints, i Dress Patterns.
HjA-TS -A-ISTD C-A-IFS
’ In large numbers will be sold at a great sacrifice.
OOIMIB EAH/IiTT and GET BEST BAB/G-AIITS
E. «T. Harrixierton.
Holland, Mich., Jan. 22, 1885.
Genuine Cyclone
is going on in the stock of
Dry Goods & Groceries,
at the store of
B. WYNHOFF,
GftAT Haib or WHisnai
Glosbt Black by a single
this Dtk. It Imparts a nr
Ntw York.
wuanmui
Rm PILLS
totheLlvm
NlimaUbth
SODA
Bast in the World.
H. WYKHDYSEN,
ealer in -
Solid Gold and Plated Chains.
Ladies’ and Gents’ Lockets,
Silverware, Platedware,
1 also keep on band a full line of
Spectacles!
My stock of
SILVERWABE
is unsurpassed lo this city.
Particular attention Is called to the fact
that all my goods are first-class and are
sold at low prices.
Oaue la aad up Steak. Watehes
Dress Goods, Table Linens,
Skirts, Hosiery, White Goods,
Etc., In endless variety.
A fall and complete line of
CROCKERY
always on hand.
I have the agency in this city
for the celebrated
Needle Gas Lamp.
These lamps are a great im
provement on all other lamps
Doth as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
give.which they
see them.
Call and
Goods delivered free of charge,
B. WYNHOFF.
Holland, Judo 14, 1888.
Splendid Bargain.
Will Mil dwelling home consisting of seven
rooms In good repair, tieo outhouse of 14x28 feet,
st a bargain. Reason, too (hr sway from my placea a
of business. Honee and lot located on Ninth St.,
between Pine and River streets.
58-tl J. R. KLEYN.
E. HEROLD,
bu just received a large stock of the latest
styles of Ladles’ and Gentlemen’s
BOOTS & SHOES
among which are the celebrated
GROVER HAND SEWED
SHOES.
Repairing promptly and neatly
done
CALL AND SEE US.
NO. 46, EIGHTH STREET.
E. HEROLD.
Holland, Mich., March 18, 1884.
JAS. HUNTLEY, IP. EL WILIMIS
Manufacturer of
Willi’ CelMel Wooisi Drill Wells !
AND WOODEN PUMPS,
Estimates given for all
kinds of buildings, fin-
ished and completed.
Porcelain-lined, Iron-lined, Maple- Cylinder
and all the dlflerent kinds of pumpe.pipe and iron.
Planing and Re-sawing
done on short notice.
Stairs, Band Railing, Sash
inds,UomdiiDoors, Blinds, Mouldings,
Brackets, etc., made and
furnished.
Office, and Shop on River street,
near the corner of Tenth street,
V JAB. HUNTLEY.
Holland, May 27, 1888.
glee. Wagons, Plows, Spring Tooth Barrows, sll
that Panntre need except money, and that yon
can make by baying of me aa I will sell very rea-
sonable. Fair dealing i
Mi  
______ j and good goods.
COMB AND SBBmE.
PETER U. WILM8.
Holland, April tt,m IS-ly
DUTCH SETTLEMENT IN MINNESOTA !
Frederiksen & Co., Prins & Zwanenburg
offer to sell to the public 34,000 acres of land in the counties
diyohiof Renville, Kand i and Chippewa in Minnesota. The
lands are only about 100 miles west of St. Paul and Minne-
tpolis, is finely adapted to Agriculture, the breeding of cat-
le, and lies only from 3 1:2 to 7 miles from the well settled
places of Olivia, Renville, and Sacred Heart, on the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul railroad, and only from 8 to 12 miles
from the stations, Wilmar, St. Johns, and Kerkhayen, on the
competing line of the St. Paul, Minneapolis & Manitoba R. R.
The price is from $6 to $8 per acre, easy terms, interest at 7
per cent. All agricultural products, which are raised in Iowa
thrive upon these lands and compare favorably with any pro-
ducts raised in this country, and, being raised near large
cities, command a high price. Wood and coal can be had cheap.
incially, during the first years, the buildingWe will help, fina  _
of Churches and the paying of salaries to ministers.
In Olivia, Mr. T. Haan, our agent, will show these
lands free to all who desire to look them over, and as he
keeps a hotel, will accommodate landseekers at a low rate.
The undermentioned gentlemen have seen our lands: Rev.
G. Hoeksema, pastor Muskegon; J. G. Van Putten, merchant,
Holland; W. C. Walsh, druggist and miller, Holland; F. I.
Walsh, Holland; Antony Wiersema, mail clerk, Holland; C.
Blom, merchant, Holland; W. H. Rogers, editor, Holland; C.
Dok, butcher, Holland; all of whom have seen the land to
their entire satisfaction, and have given us permission to pub-
lish that they find the foregoing to be true, and that they
will give full information. '
First-class return tickets from Chicago, Milwaukee,
and Orange City, to our lands, we sell for ten dollars
only. Excursions will leave these places under our own
management. Return tickets from Holland, Muskegon,
Grand Haven and Grand Rapids for seventeen dollars only.
Go and judge for yourself. Write or apply to
FREDERICKSEN & CO., and
PRIMS & ZWANENBURG,
51 S. Clark St.
388 Sibley St. St.
For information, apply to Isaac Mareilje
Post, Esq., at Holland, Jan Garvelink at Ui
Glas, 151 S. Rose St„ Kalamazoo; Albert Riddering,
“ick; C. Van Loo, Zeeland, J“ '
wn, Mich ; or to S. Wesselius, „ ,
15-Sm
Mich.; C. Joldersma, Jame*
, attorney  Grand Rapids.
